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We’re all guilty of kicking the proverbial can down
the road at times, but when it comes to technology,
that would be a grave mistake in today’s increasingly
online world. However, solutions are out there…
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EDITORIAL
This issue marks a year of INDEPENDENT DEALER
publishing double issues, which of course means
it is a year since we all started feeling the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic on our businesses.
To mark this somewhat solemn anniversary, we
are publishing the results of another survey into
the effects the pandemic has had on the IDC.
Once again, I’ll point out that the scope of such
surveys is limited, but I do think there is real value
in understanding what is happening to the channel
as a whole. Yes, some of your experiences may be
different than the prevailing trends, but we hope to
have included as many wide-ranging views on the
issues as possible. The data does provide some
gentle encouragement in terms of the numbers
of staff returning to work and a slight uptick in
supplies and furniture sales.
Hopefully, increasing vaccination counts mean
we will be out of this pandemic before long; but
not everything that has happened as a result of
COVID-19 has been bad. The IDC has responded
magnificently in its assigned role as a provider
of essential services, something for which it has
rightfully been recognized by Congress (see page
14); and as IOPFDA’s director of government
relations points out in his interview on page 48,
Capitol Hill has rallied round small businesses
like no other time in his career. We need to make
sure that support continues and grows as we
persevere in the fight against Amazon and our Big
Box competitors.
That is done, as always, by the IDC working
together, acting together and fighting together to
make our voices heard. As a final pointer to other
pages in this issue, IOPFDA’s Fly-In, reviewed
on page 28, was a perfect opportunity for that to
happen. We’ll let you know when others arise!
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A&B Business Solutions
celebrates 40th anniversary

For much of January 1981, (Just Like) Starting Over by John Lennon
topped the Billboard Hot 100; also starting over that month were
former Dakota Business Machines employees Art Sinkey and Bill
Kromminga, who decided to set up on their own and open A&B
Business Solutions in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, predominantly
selling typewriters.
Over the next decade, Art and Bill grew the business, adding
a range of copiers and becoming a thriving Panasonic printer
dealership. In 1993, as Art and Bill were considering retirement,
they were approached by the firm’s current owner and president,
Dennis Aanenson, who purchased the company with a view to
expanding its horizons.
To say Dennis succeeded in his plans would be an
understatement, as today the one-shop, six-employee business he
took on in the early 1990s boasts 15 locations across five different
states—with three offices in Minnesota, as well as sites in North
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Dakota, Wyoming and Iowa added to
the nine locations in its home state.
But, while the business has grown
impressively in size, its core values,
centered around top-quality customer
service, have remained unchanged.
“It’s not so much about being
competitive,” Dennis explained. “It’s
about providing a solution or multiple
solutions to assist others with solving
their problems, and educating them
on how to conduct business more
efficiently and effectively. It’s about
working with your clients, building
relationships with them and being their
solutions partner to assist growth. It
doesn’t matter if you sell the product;
you help give them guidance.”
Given Dennis’s outlook, it goes
without saying that A&B has also
expanded its product portfolio with not
only supplies, furniture, breakroom,
promotional items and MPS added

to its original machine offering, but
also more holistic channels such
as IT management, and sales and
leadership development among the
services it offers.
“Our whole business philosophy is to
take care of the customer better than
our competitors,” Dennis added.
In order to celebrate its 40th
anniversary and to thank its customers,
A&B has been running a “40
Giveaways” promotion since January,
in which it posts a new giveaway each
week on social media. Customers enter
a prize draw via the A&B website and
can win item such as a speaker and

powerbank, or gift cards for the likes of
Starbuck and Barnes & Noble.
Obviously, the firm would have liked
to celebrate with its customers in a
more personal fashion, but that has not
been possible.
“Other events may happen later in
the year, but obviously COVID-19 has
affected what we have been able to
do so far,” said Galina Zaranchuk,
A&B’s marketing specialist. “This
was something we could do during
COVID-19 times to give back to our
clients and keep it at the top their minds
that we are celebrating without being
able to meet them in person.”

Iowa dealer announces grant awards
Iowa-based Storey Kenworthy has announced
the five recipients of its annual grant program for
2020. Each cause has been awarded $5,000.
Each year, the dealership choses five worthy
causes from five categories usually voted on by
the Storey Kenworthy staff. This year, however,
i due to the nature of the challenges that 2020
presented, the company decided to re-channel
its donations accordingly.
“This last year was different, in that we opted to
support COVID relief and social justice causes
because of the challenges we were all facing
during a uniquely challenging year,” explained
Nicole Boyington, executive director of the
Storey Kenworthy Foundation and co-chair of the
Community Engagement Committee. “Usually,
our employees decide what our focus is going to
be for the grants and the types of organizations
that receive them on a four-yearly cycle, which I
think is awesome. But in the past year, obviously
COVID was top of people’s minds and there were
a lot of issues surrounding the death of George
Floyd that created a lot of discourse around here,
so we made an executive decision that we were
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going to pivot.”
As a result, in lieu of the usual application
process, organizations for consideration were
directly nominated by the firm’s employees
and selected by the Community Engagement
Committee. The causes chosen were as follows:
COVID-19 Relief Grant:
• Des Moines Foundation – Disaster
Recovery Fund
Social Justice Grants:
• Investing in My Future Inc
• Urban Dreams
• Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Iowa
• Creative Visions
“This fall, we plan to return to awarding
grants to the categories that our employees
have selected as our giving priorities which
are: Abuse Prevention and Safety, Children
and Education, Diversity and Equity, and
Mental Health Awareness and Services,”
concluded Nicole.
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Washington dealer recognized for contribution to local food network
Chuckals Office Products of Tacoma, Washington has been
awarded the Silver Spoon Award for Partner of the Year by
the Emergency Food Network (EFN).
The dealership’s connection to the charity goes back around
15 years, when Chuckals co-founder Chuck Heller served
on EFN’s board of directors. Current Chuckals president Jon
Rossman has also served on the board for the past six years.
“It’s really a unique organization within the United States,”
said Jon. “The way I describe it to people is that it is kind
of like the S.P. Richards or Essendant of food banks in our
community. It gathers a ton of food from the government,
various donations, different stores and local farmers, and then
supplies it to 79 different food banks within Pierce County, in
which our company’s headquarters are based.”
EFN’s Silver Spoon Award recognizes individuals and
organizations that have a substantial impact on ending food
insecurity in the region. By helping EFN with its mission “to
provide a reliable food supply, so that no person in Pierce
County goes hungry,” recipients of this award model a
commitment to giving their time and resources to meet a
critical need.
“Our affiliation has been to provide support any way we
know how,” said Jon. “We generally hold food drives, raise
money and organize events at which we create boxes of
food for local families. EFN really is an essential business
that is putting its focus on making sure people have enough
food to operate in their daily lives. Last year it saw a 40
percent increase in need. In normal years, EFN distributes

between 14-15 million pounds of food—in the last year it has
distributed nearly 20 million pounds.”
Jon sees Chuckals’ commitment to helping EFN and
other local basic-needs organizations as something that
is engrained in the dealership’s culture and the pandemic
hasn’t affected its level of commitment to these causes.
“We feel it is part of our mission to be involved in our
community,” he explained. “We do so in two ways. We
obviously give dollars when we can, but we’ve also been
very active from a volunteer perspective, as often that is
what’s really needed. It’s also a part of the circle of giving.
We can’t give, and make giving a part of our culture, if people
don’t buy pencils. That is always the discussion that we have
with folks. We want to continue to do this, but we can only do
so if you choose to buy from a local independent—whether it
be us or a competitor of ours, that is the only reason we can
accomplish this goal.”

Connecticut-based dealer donates 1,800 gallons of sanitizer to various nonprofits
One of the hottest commodities at
the beginning of the pandemic was
hand sanitizer and while independent
dealers have, for the most part, now
been able to secure viable sources, the
same cannot be said for many of the
hardworking nonprofit organizations in
our communities.
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With that in mind, when Suburban Inc
of Middletown, Connecticut realized
it had some surplus sanitizer in its
inventory, there was only one thing to
do—donate it to those in need.
In total, the dealership handed out
over 1,800 gallons to around a dozen
regional nonprofits, including the
Community Renewal Team (pictured),
Connecticut Community for Addiction
Recovery, Harc Inc, and the Women’s
League, all in Hartford, Connecticut;
the YMCA in Meriden, Connecticut; and
the Center for Human Development
and Way Finders, both in Springfield,
Massachusetts.
“We had the product in our
warehouse, and it was all well and good
if we sold it over the next few months,
INDEPENDENT DEALER

but we knew there was an immediate
need in the community,” said Suburban
CEO Jeremy Bourret. “The nonprofits
are really struggling at the moment.
Their revenue has been dramatically
impacted. I’m on the board of directors
for the local YMCA and I’ve seen
first-hand how they are strained, both
financially and emotionally, trying to
continue their great work. So, it is just a
token of our appreciation.”
The Suburban sales team searched
through the nonprofits on their book of
business and in the wider community
to determine the organizations
most in need and then made
recommendations back to the dealer’s
leadership team. Each received a
pallet of Betco hand sanitizer.
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Strive billboard outside Davis, Utah
Being a member of a Chamber of Commerce can bring
many benefits to your business—networking opportunities,
community engagement and some fun social events. It can
also sometimes turn into a great marketing opportunity!
Strive Workplace Solutions, which currently boasts six
locations across three states, is a member of the Davis
Chamber of Commerce in Utah and sales manager Lance
Wolfley a chamber ambassador.
When Lance attended a recent Davis Chamber event, he
was lucky enough to walk away with one of the prizes on
offer— a digital billboard ad featuring the winner’s company,
which will run throughout the month of April.
“The Chamber’s aim with the prize is to help introduce
local, independent and family-owned businesses that have
survived COVID-19 (such as Strive) to the local community,”
explained Strive president Jeff Lurcook. “As they may
not know a local, independent, competitive, high-service

option exists for most of the products and services they are
currently getting from the Big Boxes and Amazon—and that
more of their dollars will remain in the local economy.”
We think all members of the IDC will be able to get behind
that sentiment!

California dealer distributes Nonprofit Choice Awards
San Francisco Bay
Area-based Blaisdell’s
Business Products has
announced the winners of
its third annual Nonprofit
Choice Awards.
Each year, customers
and staff nominate nonprofit
organizations, based in
Blaisdell’s five key service
areas, which they consider
to be deserving of a cash
award. The dealership’s staff
then vote on the nominees
in each area to determine
which will receive a check for
$1,000.

This year’s winners are:
East Bay Area - Alameda
County Community Food
Bank
West Bay Area - Golden
Gate National Parks
Conservancy
South Bay Area - 4Cs of
San Mateo County
Sacramento Area - Child
Abuse Prevention Center
Southern Cal Area - Project
Hope Alliance
“This is our third year doing
this,” explained Mike Witt,
Blaisdell’s chief operating

officer. “We have a lot of
customers that happen to
be nonprofits and they are
always looking for help. We
currently have 54 employees
and they got to vote who to
give the money to. All the
recipients represent really
good causes.”
The COVID-19 pandemic
has hit California hard, with
many businesses forced
to close and increased
unemployment as a result.
Blaisdell’s itself has seen
an $11.5 million drop in
revenue, but it is determined

to continue with its work for
good causes.
“In total, we donated
$37,000 in hard dollars
last year,” said Mike
“Unfortunately, that was
about half of what we were
able to give the previous
year. But we are still giving
because they need it more
now than ever and we
do what we can. We are
starting to see a little spike
in business and hopefully
we will be able to get up
somewhere near that $75,000
threshold again soon.”

»
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Your product promotions promote cures.
S T E P U P A N D B E C O U N T E D . How can your

company be known not only for high-quality products but also
for making a difference in the world? Create a cause-related
marketing partnership with City of Hope, a top research and
treatment center for illnesses such as cancer and diabetes.
Industry leaders like HP, Newell Brands, Supplies Network,
ACCO Brands, International Paper and uni-ball® among
others have demonstrated their commitment to supporting
City of Hope through product promotions raising funds and
awareness for life-saving research and treatment. It’s one

important part of the National Business Products Industry’s
long-standing philanthropic drive to support the quest for
cures.
Ready to step up and be counted in the battle against lifethreatening diseases? With nearly nine out of 10 American
consumers saying they’re likely to buy from purpose-driven
companies, it’s also great for your bottom line. Learn more
about cause-related marketing, and the 2021 SUSTAIN HOPE
campaign honoring Greg Gibson of International Paper, at
CityofHope.org/nbpi.

2 0 2 1 N AT I O N A L B U S I N E S S P R O D U C T S I N D U S T R Y C A M P A I G N
Honoring

Greg Gibson

Vice President & General Manager,
North American Papers

KE Y E VE NTS ON TH E C ALE NDAR*
NBPI-CITY OF HOPE VIRTUAL TOUR & HALL OF FAME INDUCTION (June 15) Virtual Event
HONOREE GOLF OUTING (July 19 to 20) hosted by International Paper at The Greenbrier, West Virginia
CITY OF HOPE CROSS INDUSTRY GOLF CHALLENGE (September 7 to 10) at Pebble Beach, California
THE MEMORIAL GOLF CLASSIC (October 6) hosted by STAPLES & ESSENDANT at Harborside Int’l, Chicago
SPIRIT OF LIFE® GALA (October 7) at Navy Pier, Chicago
BOB PARKER MEMORIAL GOLF OUTING (October 17-18) hosted by STAPLES at Kiawah, South Carolina
*Due to COVID-19, ALL scheduled events are subject to change or cancellation. The safety of our donors, guests, patients and staff
remain our highest priority. We thank you for your continued patience and support of City of Hope during this time.

For more information, visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org

CityofHope.org
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Montana dealer helps to secure Safe Space
360 Office Solutions, headquartered in Billings, Montana,
worked with HP to raise $1,500 for Safe Space of Butte,
Montana—an organization that provides assistance to
primary and secondary survivors of domestic violence and
sexual assault.
The dealership, which makes a number of different
donations each year, has locations in five cities across
Montana and it is the employees in each city who nominate
causes worthy of its charitable efforts.
“We believe each city has the best understanding
of the needs of nonprofits in their communities,” said
Kathy Pierce, marketing director at 360 Office Solutions.
“They bring their nominations to me and I rotate the cities
throughout the year. I think nonprofits have suffered in so
many ways this past year that any additional giving is a
blessing and welcomed. They are always so grateful, and
we are happy to do it.”
For this particular effort, a percentage of all HP cartridge
purchases for the months of December and January was
donated by the dealership. “We came up with this idea a
couple of years ago,” Kathy continued. “After you run a
couple of these promotions, you see the impact it makes

within a community and how appreciative they are; it would
be difficult not to do more.
“Safe Space Inc is a domestic violence service that
provides help for people dealing with domestic abuse. They
operate a 24-hour crisis line, every day of the year, which is
available for victims of domestic violence and sexual assault.
They are committed to empowering individuals so they can
acknowledge their self-worth, realize their strength, and
attain equal status in both the home and community.”

An organized place
makes a happy
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SECRETS of success

GBP Direct, Kenner, Louisiana
For most independent dealers,
2020 was a year that denoted rapid
change. It was the same for Kenner,
Louisiana-based GBP Direct – but
not for the reasons you might think.
Founded in 1999 by owner and
president Randy Durbin, the company
has enjoyed a stellar time over the
past year or so, with no less than four
acquisitions.
Acquisitive by nature, its first
purchases—Apple Office Products
and Tri-Parish Office Supplies—were
a mere three years after it opened its
doors. Since then, GBP’s processes
and expectations involving acquisitions
have been developed and honed.
Including the four in 2020, GBP has
bought 10 independent dealers so far,
all based in its home state of Louisiana.
According to Cody Durbin, sales and
business development manager for
GBP Direct, the pandemic accelerated
the stress and pressures that some
of the dealers were already facing.
“Ultimately, the timing just worked out
well for both GBP and the acquired
companies to sit down and make a deal.
We were able to take away the financial
pressures they faced from the reduced
sales brought about by COVID-19.
“The reason we spoke with these
dealers is that they were the correct
size to enable us to acquire them
with few issues and were also in a
position that made sense for them to
come onboard with GBP rather than
continue operating independently.
In turn, GBP was able to integrate
experienced and knowledgeable
employees into our team.”
The four acquisitions—in
chronological order—were: Contract
Furniture Group, St Rose; Premier Office
Products, Baton Rouge; Gulfland Office
Supplies & Furniture, Morgan City;
and Ives Office Products & Printing,
New Orleans. “We acquired a contract
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furniture firm which we’re very excited
about, and added a 60-year-old large
and established printing company
which brings printing into our focus for
the future. We are continuing to expand
our footprint in Louisiana and will
keep on making strategic acquisitions
throughout the state as opportunities
become available,” says Randy.
GBP Direct is currently one of the
largest independent dealers on the
Gulf Coast and harbors lofty ambitions
that have not been dampened by the
pandemic—rather the opposite, in fact.
Unsurprisingly, health and hygiene
was one of the dealer’s fastest-growing
categories last year, and Cody believes
moves to buy an established jan/san
player will be on the cards in the future.
The strategy makes sense on many
levels considering the heightened
awareness of health and safety, which
is unlikely to disappear any time soon,
along with a general push in the jan/
san sector. Plus, as Cody reveals, there
aren’t too many independent dealers
left in the area to purchase. “However,
the remaining few are invariably on
our radar and we are always open to
discuss opportunities should such a
situation arise,” he comments.
Randy also points out that nothing
is off the table when it comes to
acquisitions, adding: “We will continue
doing our due diligence to acquire office
supplies, contract furniture, jan/san and
promotional printing companies.”
For any dealers that may be looking
to sell up or buy another independent,
Cody offers some sage advice:
“If you’re interested in selling your
business to another independent
dealer, don’t be afraid of the possible
changes. All of those we’ve acquired
have thrived after merging into GBP.
“If you’re a dealer interested in
acquiring another independent, it never
hurts to introduce yourself to your local
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Year founded: 1999
Key management team: Randy
Durbin
Percentage of sales from online:
78%
Products carried: Office products,
furniture, printing, jan/san
Website: www.gbpdirect.com
competitors and keep the doors open.
The timing may work out someday that
they want to sell their dealership.”
The father and son duo are steadfast
on the end game, with their vision of
becoming the largest stocking dealer
and first-call supplier for business
products in Louisiana. To achieve this
goal, GBP is working toward building an
inside sales team, boosted by the ability
to re-engage with its current customers
and establish new connections that
COVID-19 prevented and prolonged.
Expansion of a different kind is also on
the cards, with a new and larger satellite
location in Baton Rouge almost at the
finish line. Once completed, the company
is ready to press ahead with expanding
its corporate headquarters in Kenner by
an additional 15,000 square foot.
So, what exactly is the secret to
GBP’s success? “Having the right
people in place is key to growing a
successful business. It has always
been our number one priority. Through
talent acquisition and our mergers over
the years, we have been fortunate to
continue adding great people to our
team,” states Cody.
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How tax preparers
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loading it with our everyday Copy Plus® paper. It’s economical. It works
in all office machines. And it’s guaranteed 99.99% JAM-FREE®.
(It’s also deductible, but you already knew that.)

Stock up on
Hammermill® Copy Plus®.
© 2021 International Paper Company. All rights reserved. Hammermill, Copy Plus, Colorlok Technology logo,
99.99% JAM-FREE, and Made in the USA 100+ logo are registered trademarks and the Hammermill trade dress is
a trademark of International Paper Company. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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If you have news to share - email it to
news@IDealerCentral.com

Government recognition for IDC following IOPFDA initiative
In a strong show of congressional support for the IDC, the
week commencing March 28, 2021 was officially designated
National Small Business Workplace Solutions Week last
month, with the event planned to become an annual
celebration of the IDC.
Originally conceived of by IOPFDA executive director Mike
Tucker and board member Melissa Ball of Texas-based Ball
Office Products, the National Small Business Workplace
Solutions Week was officially endorsed by the US government
on March 10.
The plan received bi-partisan support from Representative
Rob Wittman (R-VA) and Representative Henry Cuellar
(D-TX), who teamed up to introduce House Resolution 184,
expressing support for the designation.
“Small business is the backbone of our nation. Every year,
small businesses create 1.5 million jobs, accounting for 64%
of new jobs in the United States,” said Rep. Wittman in a
written statement to IOPFDA members. “Small businesses are

not just job creators—they are innovators. As the pandemic
hit, the Department of Homeland Security quickly deemed
workplace solutions small businesses essential to help deliver
PPE to communities, hospitals, nursing homes, etc. During
this time, the industry has seen its own challenges. This meant
that the small businesses our communities relied on were
equally hurting but creating new ways to adapt to shutdown
requirements.”
To see a video of Rep. Wittman speaking to Melissa Ball,
Mike Tucker and IOPFDA director of government affairs Paul
Miller about his admiration for independents and his reasons for
supporting the Bill, click here. For a full text of the speech Rep.
Wittman gave as reported in Congressional Record, click here.
The timing of National Small Business Workplace Solutions
Week coincided with IOPFDA’s Workplace Solutions Summit
‘virtual fly-in’ event. To learn more about both the fly-in and the
importance of National Small Business Workplace Solutions
Week, see Paul Miller’s article on page 28.

Clockwise from top left: Melissa Ball,
Rep. Rob Wittman, Mike Tucker and
Paul Miller
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ISG confirms Industry Week ’21, Essendant ADOT
initiative goes live
brings forward rebates
Independent Suppliers Group (ISG) has confirmed the dates and
location of its highly anticipated Industry Week later this year.
Industry Week ’21, powered by ISG, will take place November 7-12
at the Orlando World Center Marriott in Orlando, Florida. The dealer
organization is promising the largest business products industry event
of the year by bringing together its members, suppliers and industry
partners for a week-long agenda.
Industry Week ’21 will include, among other things, a general session,
educational seminars, member-to-member peer networking, a NEXT
young leaders peer exchange, one-on-one member/supplier meetings
and an exhibitor tradeshow.

“I believe this groundbreaking event will allow ISG members and
vendors to collaborate at an even higher level,” said ISG chairman Jordan
Kudler. “Members are anxious to spend some quality time together and
engage in some good old-fashioned networking. While video conferencing
served as an adequate bridge for communicating, there is nothing like
some live face-to-face time.”
ISG has also announced the early payout of its Q4 2020 rebates.
The organization is accelerating the Q4 2020 and year-end rebate
distribution by three weeks. This will be the third time since the start of
the pandemic that ISG has expedited its rebates.
The original distribution was scheduled for March 25. A second,
smaller distribution will take place the week of April 12. ISG is expecting
to distribute over $11 million to its members for Q4 2020 and year-end
rebate payments.
“A huge thank you goes out to ISG’s valued supplier partners for
making this happen multiple times over a span of one year,” the group
said in a press release.
In addition to the Q4 rebates, ISG recently paid out a dividend of $400,000
to its shareholders. “ISG strives to bring value to shareholders and is excited
to see the efforts come to fruition with this additional distribution payout,
especially during a year adversely affected by the pandemic,” it noted.
“The ISG board members, along with the entire ISG management team
and staff, recognize the importance of getting these funds into the hands
of the ISG membership as quickly as possible,” said Kudler. “This is just
one more example of why it’s important to support all that ISG has to offer.
This early payout and dividend demonstrate one of the many benefits
of the merger of Independent Suppliers Group, Pinnacle Affiliates and
TriMega Purchasing Association. We are truly stronger together.”
MARCH/APRIL 2021
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Wholesaler Essendant
claims its customers will
have “a whole new way to
compete” after completing
its distribution center
network project.
Essendant’s Market ADOT
initiative (which stands for
Automated Distribution
Order Transfer) means that
its resellers have the option of having orders
being fulfilled through one of 19 Staples
distribution centers—effectively adding almost
10 million square foot of floor space.
The system is now live, with the last Staples
distribution centers added in March. It has been
in pilot phase for the past several months to
allow the project team to validate the offering
and prove it in real-life market conditions.
“With increased next-day service, higher fill
rates and an expanded product assortment,
Essendant’s resellers will have more ways to
meet the demands of today’s customer,” the
wholesaler said in a statement.
CEO Harry Dochelli added: “Our goal for
Market ADOT was to make the experience
seamless for our resellers while maximizing the
benefits. Achieving this goal took time but I’m
proud to say we delivered against it.”
Access to the Market ADOT network requires
Essendant resellers to opt in to the program at
no extra cost. Otherwise, they are free to remain
on the wholesaler’s legacy distribution assets.
The opt-in requirement came out of discussions
with the firewall monitor appointed by the US
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) following
Essendant’s acquisition by Staples’ owner
Sycamore Partners.
Essendant went through the whole ADOT
process with the monitor to ensure the
program did not breach any of the FTC firewall
regulations. In addition to dealers needing
to give their consent, Staples staff have
also undergone training, and the monitor is
satisfied that Essendant’s customer data will be
protected. Dochelli also emphasized that dealer
customers will not be receiving packages that
have a Staples label on them.
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Staples drops ODP tender offer, evaluates alternatives
Staples US Retail has confirmed it will
not press ahead with the tender offer to
acquire all outstanding common shares
of Office Depot’s parent company The
ODP Corporation (ODP) reported in the
last issue of INDEPENDENT DEALER.
In a March 31 letter, Staples said:
“In light of the March 15, 2021 public
announcement made by the board
of directors of The ODP Corporation
indicating that ODP would be open
to the potential sale of certain of
[its] assets, Staples will evaluate all
alternatives in its pursuit of ODP.”
It added that these alternatives
included, but were not limited to,
“all of ODP or certain select assets,
which may include ODP’s retail and
consumer-facing business, its business
operations in Canada and certain other
assets.”
Staples said it had therefore chosen
to “defer” the share tender offer, but
reserved the right to commence such
action in the future.
On March 15, ODP had rejected an
offer by Staples to acquire substantially
all of the company, but reiterated it
was open to talks about a combination
of the respective retail networks and
customer-facing websites. ODP’s
stance mirrored its position in January
when it pushed back on Staples’ original

approach to acquire the reseller.
The rejection followed a March
10 letter in which Staples stated it
proposed to acquire ODP’s retail stores
and consumer-facing e-commerce
businesses; Canadian subsidiary
Grand & Toy; Federation dealers; all US
company-owned distribution centers;
and ODP’s global headquarters in
Boca Raton, Florida. Staples said it
would then lease back the DCs and HQ
to ODP.
This time round, Staples did not
suggest a purchase price for the assets
it wants to acquire. Instead, it has said
this would be negotiated once the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and
the Canadian Competition Bureau
(CCB) had made their positions clear.

All of this follows the confirmation by
ODP’s chief legal and administrative
officer David Bleisch at the end of
February that the FTC and the CCB
had indeed taken an interest in the
proposed deal.
“We recently received a Civil
Investigatory Demand (CID) from
the FTC, which is conducting an
investigation of Sycamore’s proposal,”
he stated. “The CID makes clear the
FTC is not only reviewing the proposal’s
potential impact on competition
with respect to the B2B businesses,
regardless of any proposed divestiture,
but is also conducting a thorough and
broad review extending into every
aspect of our businesses across every
distribution channel.”

Fellowes makes Forbes list
Fellowes Brands has been ranked as
one of the United States’ best mid-sized
employers by Forbes.
The workplace and consumer
products manufacturer was placed
24th on the Forbes 2021 America’s
Best Mid-Sized Employers list. The
publication partnered with market
research firm Statista to compile the list
by surveying 50,000 Americans working
for businesses with at least 1,000
employees. Participants were asked to
rate their willingness to recommend their
MARCH/APRIL 2021

own employer to friends and family, and
to nominate organizations other than
their own. The final list ranks the 500
large and 500 mid-size employers that
received the most recommendations.
Commenting on Fellowes’ position in
the ranking, CEO John Fellowes said:
“Our culture, and this recognition, are
made possible by our devoted people
who bring spirit, care and positivity
to their impact each and every day.
Congratulations, and a big ‘thank you’ to
our entire Fellowes team.”
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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New marketing
head at ECI

Adrian van Haaften
ECI Software Solutions has
appointed former consultant
Adrian van Haaften as its new
chief marketing officer.
Van Haaften has 20 years’
experience working at
global software companies.
In his most recent role at
marketing consultancy firm
Chief Outsiders, he acted as
a go-to-market and growth
advisor for ECI.
He will be responsible for
setting ECI’s global marketing
and demand generation
strategy, and overseeing its
execution across the Americas,
EMEA and APAC regions.
“Adrian brings a wealth
of strategic experience in
driving global expansion
and positioning companies
for growth, with a broad
understanding of what it
takes to build successful,
market-leading SaaS
organizations at scale,”
said new ECI CEO Trevor
Gruenewald.
Former chief marketing officer
Traci Johnson has left the
company after 32 years, ECI
confirmed.
MARCH/APRIL2021

COE Distributing restructures, names new president
Office furnishings wholesaler COE Distributing has enhanced its executive team in a
restructuring move aimed at ensuring future growth.
Effective immediately, J.D. Ewing will move from his role of president into the
position of chairman, while continuing his role as CEO. Moving forward, he will focus
on key customer relationships, refining company culture and big-picture strategy to
move COE forward and position the company for explosive and sustainable growth.
Former chief financial officer Mike Flaherty will transition into the role of president
and chief operating officer, overseeing day-to-day, core operations.
Other changes include Jennifer Jubin being named vice president of customer
experience, to oversee all employees and processes impacting customers; John
Townsend’s appointment as director of warehouse operations; Melanie Ewing’s
elevation from marketing director to chief marketing officer; and Scott Nichols joining
as director of e-commerce sales strategy.
“Over the past year, the COE team has navigated substantial challenges and
repeatedly shown ourselves, our clients, our vendors and the world how we embrace
change, becoming better and stronger because of it,” Ewing said.
“I’m particularly excited about the metamorphosis we’re now beginning. Our
energized leadership team is committed to doing what’s best for the company and
our redefined roles will allow all team members to leverage their strengths to achieve
optimal performance.”

SPR receives partner award

Wholesaler S.P. Richards has been named the recipient of the 2020 Partnership
Award from jan/san and cleaning products supplier Betco.
The award was presented to SPR by Betco leadership during a joint virtual strategic
planning meeting in February. “This award acknowledges that we are doing our job
by providing critical products and solutions to our customers as well as highlighting
our commitment to being a wholesale destination for jan/san products and solutions,”
said SPR CEO Mike Maggio.
Mark Jackmore, senior vice president of sales at Betco added: “SPR offered a true
partnership in a challenging world and, as such, we are proud to offer them the 2020
Betco Partnership Award. SPR proved to be a critical partner in getting our products
to market, fulfilling the immense demand of our mutual customers.”

»
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Imperial Dade expansion continues

Jan/san distribution giant Imperial Dade has made another acquisition, this
time in Minnesota.
The company signed an agreement to acquire Dalco Enterprises in early
April. Headquartered near Minneapolis, Minnesota, Dalco is a leading
distributor of janitorial supplies in the Upper Midwest, with six facilities across
Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin. The business has been owned by the
Stark family since 1969 and is today led by Ted Stark, Peter Stark and Rod
Dummer. In 2019, it was named Minnesota Family Business of the Year by
Twin Cities Business Magazine.
“Dalco’s storied history in the industry and exceptional customer service
make it a great addition to the Imperial Dade platform. We enthusiastically
welcome the Stark family and the Dalco team members to our family,” said
Imperial Dade CEO Bob Tillis.
The transaction is Imperial Dade’s 34th acquisition under the leadership
of Tillis and his son Jason over the past 14 years, and follows the purchase
of Florida-based Cosgrove Enterprises, one of the largest distribution
organisations in the US south-east in mid-March. It now boasts 80 facilities
across the United States.

Victor Technology launches new offerings
Victor Technology has released two new products, a construction
calculator and a wireless phone charger/pencil cup.
The C6000 advanced construction calculator is
designed to compete with Construction Master Pro’s
Model 4065. It features built-in diagonal, rafter and
rooﬁng equations; stairway construction functions
including circular calculations; and US imperial
units or metric system functionality. It can also
estimate building materials needed to ensure
costs aren’t wasted.
Meanwhile, the CS100 wireless phone
charger offers dealers a product that
caters to either the real office or home
office desk setup and offers a place
to rest and charge your phone that
also stores writing utensils.
MARCH/APRIL 2021
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Highlands
strengthens team

Mark Ricci
International sales, marketing and
e-commerce agency Highlands has
recruited new team members on
both the B2B and digital sides of its
business.
As part of a continued effort to
strengthen its end-user focused field
sales team, Highlands has recruited
Mark Ricci, based in Dallas, Texas,
as a business development manager;
and Kendria Patterson has joined
Highlands Digital as an e-commerce
marketing specialist.
“Mark’s wealth of direct sales
experience makes him a great
addition for Highlands B2B,” says
Mike Douglas, vice president of
sales. “I am confident Mark will play a
key role in helping develop end-user
opportunities for our clients.”
Patterson’s appointment follows
the recent combination of the firm’s
e-commerce and marketing divisions,
to work with clients on projects such
as forming a direct-to-consumer
brand or boosting sales on
e-commerce platforms.
“Kendria comes to us with extensive
digital marketing experience,” said
Kristin Stevens, vice president of
e-commerce. “Our e-commerce
business has grown rapidly over the
past few years and adding talent to
our marketing team will help continue
that growth for our clients.”
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Clover Imaging Group
joins IOPFDA, receives
sustainability recognition

IOPFDA has announced that Clover Imaging Group is
a new member of the association.
Clover has supported the office products industry
since 1997 through relationships with wholesalers,
buying groups and independent dealers. As a
result of the COVID-19 pandemic, Clover recently
expanded its core offering from remanufactured
imaging supplies to include PPE. The focus is
Cleanitize wipes and Responsible hand sanitizer.
Mike Tucker, executive director of IOPFDA,
commented: “Clover has been an important member of
the office products community, and has been a terrific
partner and routine sponsor of dealer events such as
IOPFDA’s Dealer Fly-In for Legislative Advocacy.”
In addition, Clover recently received recognition
from the Sustainable Purchasing Leadership
Council (SPLC) for its case study surrounding the
sustainability of remanufactured printer cartridges.
SPLC’s annual awards recognize companies that
take the lead in innovative procurement strategies
and demonstrate a firm commitment to sustainability.
“We are honored to be included as the recipient
of an Outstanding Case Study Certificate for our
continuing work in reducing environmental impact
through sustainable partnerships, an emphasis on
practices that support a circular economy and a
commitment to ongoing sustainability improvements,”
said Eric Martin, president of Clover Imaging Group.

Supplies Network partners
with Oberon Americas

Imaging supplies and equipment distributor Supplies Network
has announced a strategic collaboration with managed print
cloud software provider Oberon Americas.
The agreement means the secured integration of the
companies’ respective platforms, allowing mutual resellers to
work directly with Oberon Americas’ solutions powered by MPS
Monitor while layering in Supplies Network’s mpsSELECT print
management service.
“Resellers looking to leverage this value-added partnership will
have direct insight into printer consumable status and meter data
within Supplies Network’s MyPrinterManager interface supporting
auto-replenishment of consumables and an improved customer
experience,” the distributor said in a statement.
“Many of our partners are choosing to leverage MPS Monitor’s
Cloud Platform powered by Oberon for their data collection and
smart device service capabilities,” added Sarah Custer, vice
president of services and solutions at Supplies Network. “This
connection allows our partners to continue using MPS Monitor, while
also leveraging all of the benefits and options within mpsSELECT.”

AmpliVox rolls out adjustable ADA-compliant workstation
AmpliVox Sound Systems has introduced a new adjustable workstation with a large work surface
and digital height control, which is compliant with the standards of the American with Disabilities
Act to accommodate workers in wheelchairs.
The SD5430 Crescent Workstation’s features include a
large, 54” x 30” work surface; adjustable height between 24” 49” with an intuitive electronic control paddle; a downloadable
app to control the desk remotely; and an anti-collision feature
to prevent collision with chair or wheelchair.
“AmpliVox has been a leader in developing lecterns,
multimedia and collaboration furniture that puts today’s
worker in full control and in full comfort,” said Don Roth,
AmpliVox CEO. “The Crescent Digital Adjustable ADA
Workstation is a state-of-the-art product that belongs in any
office or home office setting.”
MARCH/APRIL 2021
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In memoriam:
Jim Murphy

INEPENDENT DEALER was
saddened to lean of the
passing of James R. Murphy
on February 26, 2021 at the
age of 82.
Jim, or Murph as he
was also known, enjoyed
a lengthy career in the
industry, having also
worked in sales for Nabisco
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and Johnson & Johnson.
His introduction to office
products came when he
was hired to run the East
Coast operations of K&M.
“He had heard about the
fact we (K&M) were looking
for someone to be our East
Coast regional manager
and he called and told us he
was coming out to California
for an interview,” recalled
former Avery Dennison
senior vice president Jess
Beim. “He started with us in
the mid 70s and was very
much responsible for our
growth and success on the
East Coast.”
Jim stayed with the
company after it was sold
to Avery Dennison; his final
position at the company

was as national account
manager, dealer groups.
It comes as no surprise,
therefore, that he was also a
keen supporter of a number
of industry groups and
associations, notably Office
Partners and AOPD.
“Murph never lost sight of
the relationship end of the
business,” Beim continued.
“He had a tough outer
shell, but deep down he
was a softie. He had a very
good heart. He was such a
good guy.”
Outside of work and in his
retirement, he was a Little
League coach and served
as president of Verona
Baseball. He was an avid
golfer and loved his time
at the beach house with

INDEPENDENT DEALER

his kids and grandkids. He
also loved watching all the
grandkids play their sports,
perform in dance recitals
and their graduations,
sacraments, and other
activities. He was also loved
for his jokes and teasing
of family and friends. He’ll
always be remembered for
his love of the Notre Dame
Fighting Irish.
He was the beloved
husband of Elizabeth
(Connell) for 32 years; father
of Colleen M. Smith (Peter),
Dennis (Christine) Murphy
and James Murphy Jr.
(Rebecca); and grandfather
to Ryan, Caitlin, Erin, Daniel,
Nathan, Jack, Sean, Abigail,
Eleanor, Elizabeth, Lily,
Liam, and James.
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IOPFDA News

Independent
dealers go to
Washington (virtually)
By: Paul A. Miller, Director of Government Affairs

Last week the industry celebrated National Workplace Solutions
Week across the country and in our nation’s capital. In what
used to be considered “normal” years, independent dealers
would descend on Washington DC to both celebrate the
industry and participate in the Independent Office Products and
Furniture Dealers’ Association’s (IOPFDA) annual legislative
fly-in. This two-day event has centered around discussing key
industry legislative and regulatory priorities with congressional
leaders. Last year, due to the pandemic, independent dealers
didn’t get a chance to participate in this event, at a time when
we needed to be heard the most. That didn’t stop us from being
MARCH/APRIL 2021

heard; it just meant that members of Congress serving
every congressional district in the country didn’t get
to hear directly from their constituents and small
businesses. This year was very different.
I want to start by saying a big thank you to S.P.
Richards, ISG and Essendant for their continued
support of the IDC and this event. Events like these
take a lot of time and money to put together and
without our amazing corporate partners, this meeting
would not be possible. Our partners make it possible
for independents to be successful.
Although this year’s event was virtual, it might
have been the most successful in the association’s
history. “Why?” you ask. Every election cycle, we
become priority number one to our elected leaders.
They know that using us in campaign speeches,
literature and campaign ads gets attention. After the
election, we tend to be forgotten about. Last year
changed all that. Since March 2020 it has been clear
that it took a global pandemic for Congress and the
White House to understand the important role your
businesses play in the local economy as well as the
overall global economy.
This year, Congress has started to stand up and
take real notice of our issues and the job creators you
are. That is why this year’s fly-in, while virtual, was so
critical. Hosting a virtual event also meant more people
could attend and we could attract people who might
not have decided to travel to Washington to participate
in person. We are now starting to see the rewards of all
that hard work.
Evidence of the growing voice of independents
in Washington starts with a bipartisan effort
by Representative Rob Wittman (R-VA) and
Representative Henry Cuellar (D-TX), who introduced
H.R. 184, expressing support for designating March
29-April 2 as National Workplace Solutions Week.
Some may not understand what that means or why
it may be a big deal. For independents it is now a
chance to have that moment each year when the
national focus is on them. Yes, I will agree every day
should be focused on you; but I live in Washington and
those types of requests only appear in fairytales.
Workplace Solutions Week gives us an opportunity
to spend five days telling our story nationally. With
technology driving the world we live in; we can
reach more people quickly and effectively with our
messages. It is a week to share stories of the work
you are doing in your community. How many of you
support your local schools, local sports teams, local
marching bands; contribute to educational scholarship
programs; or volunteer in the community? These are
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the untold stories and why this week is not only important for
every community, but more important for the target audience
in Washington—Democrats and Republicans.
Each of you continues to be challenged by the lockdowns
and effects of COVID-19. What most people outside your
business do not know is the work you continue to do, even
when you do not have to. Take Melissa Ball, owner of
Ball Office Products in Virginia for example. Last year her
Congressman called her and asked if she could help his
fellow Congressman from Texas, who needed critical PPE,
and needed it quickly. Melissa did not think twice; she got
on the phone and made some connections and the story
goes like this. Melissa did not have the specialized gloves
the person in Texas needed, but she found someone in
Ohio who then connected with the Congressman, who
then connected his Texas constituent. It was not a sale
opportunity for Melissa and her company, but a community
connection. I share this story because it’s what you all
would do. It is what you have been doing even before the
pandemic. You are now just in the sights of those who
make the laws in this country. We need to keep you there
and this national recognition and annual fly-in events help
send that message.
IOPFDA’s fly-in this year was an opportunity for
independents to hear from members of Congress on their
issues. Representative Rob Wittman kicked-off the two-day
event by thanking the industry for being there at a time when
we all needed you. This was followed by Representative Ken
Buck (R-CO), who has been a champion of small businesses
and a member of the House Judiciary Committee, looking
at ways he can level the playing field between you and
the likes of Amazon. Representative Buck spoke to the
group and knew of our concerns regarding GSA’s online
marketplace being dominated by Amazon. Representative
Buck understood our concerns about Amazon being both a
platform provider and a re-seller on these same platforms.
He is not alone in his support for our industry or position on
the GSA marketplace. We have talked to both Democrats
and Republicans who agree with us. We will be working with
each of them to ensure that our language is included in any
antitrust legislation that reaches President Biden’s desk for
his signature.
During the fly-in, we also heard from Michael Kades,
who serves as the director for markets and competition
policy at the Washington Center for Equitable Growth.
Michael talked about the impacts monopolistic practices
have on competition. From our meeting with Michael,
IOPFDA learned of other avenues we can follow to get the
President’s attention.
It is through events like this that you make a difference.
The real difference came during the individually scheduled
congressional appointments for each attendee. The early
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feedback from dealers who attended was very positive.
Members were interested in learning more about the issue
and how they can help. We have already started following
up with these offices and are building a bipartisan effort to
bring about real changes to the GSA online marketplaces.
It was our dealers who championed the Small Business
Jump-start America Act back in March 2020. This effort
has the support of organizations representing 310,460
companies spanning 50 states, plus the District of Columbia,
and represents 9 million jobs. We thank Congress for acting
quickly on implementing the Paycheck Protection Program
(PPP) back in March 2020. These were critical lifelines to a lot
of small businesses in every community across the country.
The reality going forward is that PPP loans are not the
long-term solution for us. The solution, which does not break
the deficit bank, is access to long-term capital at low interest
rates and paid over a longer period.
While the PPP loans were a necessary survival tool,
our plan forward focuses on the recovery phase that is
immediately needed to ensure the long-term economic
prosperity of our country. Our plan does the following:
• It creates a new funding pool for small businesses of
$100 billion.
• It creates a $15 billion set-aside for minority small
businesses.
• Eligible businesses must:
• Employ 500 or fewer employees.
• Demonstrate at least a 15 percent reduction in gross
revenue in 2020 relative to the same 2019 quarter.
• Revenue cannot be over $25 million annually.
• Borrowers may receive a loan of up to 3X annual
revenues, up to $2 million, with a maturity of 12 years at
an interest rate of two percent to the borrower.
• Loan repayment will begin three years after the loan is
received.
• Businesses must be in operation for minimum of three
years and show economic viability.
• The SBA’s guarantee is 100 percent.
• No collateral is required.
Independents do not come to Washington for handouts;
we come with solutions! As this year’s fly-in will attest, we are
being heard and we have real solutions to the issues facing
the industry. Not only do our proposals not increase the
deficit, but they also streamline the government in a way that
makes them more efficient and open to fair competition for
all, not just some.
As we close out National Workplace Solutions Week,
remember, its about keeping it local. Your voice is being
heard. Join us and help increase the volume!
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INDEPENDENT DEALER
COVID-19 SURVEY 2021
Last year in April and July,
INDEPENDENT DEALER
conducted and published
the results of two surveys
in an attempt to get an
impression of how the
COVID-19 pandemic was
affecting the IDC and gain
some insight into how
dealers of all sizes were
coping with its effects.
One year on, the United States—and
indeed the world as a whole—is
still reeling from the devastation
caused by COVID-19. While the
ongoing vaccination program may
provide some light at the end of the
tunnel, many businesses, families
and communities are still severely
disrupted.
We therefore thought it would be
interesting and informative to run
another survey, to see how the IDC has
fared over the last year and its views as
to how the future might look. It should
be pointed out that while the first part of
that mission can be accounted for by
sales data and the benefit of hindsight,
the second part is still very much
conjecture.
We tried to keep the questions
similar to the previous surveys, in order
to provide some sort of continuity;
although at times it seemed sensible to
add additional options and questions
into the mix—while others didn’t appear
quite so relevant this time round.
As before, it is important to recognize
the limitations of a study of this kind in
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a publication such as INDEPENDENT
DEALER; but we feel it is also important
to keep a finger on the pulse of the IDC
and believe it will be useful to track the
impact of the virus going forward.
Before we get into the details of the
responses, we’d like to thank all those
dealers who took the time to complete
the survey during what is already a
stressful time. If any readers have
questions or comments about any
aspect of the survey, or suggestions for
topics that should be covered if we run
another one, please do email rowan@
idealercentral.com.
Respondents once again came
from all over the United States and

Canada. Wholesaler allegiance was
again relatively level, with first-call
Essendant dealers accounting for
41.7 percent of responses and
first-call S.P. Richards 54.8 percent.
The vast majority of dealers (70.6
FIGURE
1 primarily focused
percent)
remained
on office supplies, with 18.8 percent
specializing in furniture and a slight rise
up to 3.5 percent majoring in jan/san.
The relative sizes of the dealerships
changed slightly and are illustrated in
Figure 1.
We learned previously that well over 95
percent of businesses that responded
to the survey have been able to remain
open, albeit with some having to make
an alteration to their standard hours of
operation; and that number has now
increased to almost 98 perecnt. That
said, we also know, anecdotally, there
have been a number of dealers who
are no longer in business or have sold
to either fellow members of the IDC or
FIGURE 3
elsewhere.
In addition to altering opening
hours, 4.6 percent of respondents also
closed at least one of their locations or
offices. This was in some cases due
to mandatory shutdowns; while others
took the opportunity to deep clean their
facilities or accelerate the closure of
locations that were scheduled to shut.

What is the size of your
dealership?
9.6%
9.6%

SIZE OF DEALERSHIP

n Less than $3 million in
annual sales
n $3-5 million in annual sales
n $5-10 million in annual sales
n $10-20 million in annual sales
n $20-50 million in annual sales
n More than $50 million in
annual sales
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14.5%

32.5%

FIGURE 1
16.9%

16.9%
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What proportion of your
workforce is still working
from home?

5.8%
8.1%
9.3%

FIGURE 2

53.5%

23.3%

WORKING FROM HOME
n 0
n 1-25
n 26-50

n 51-75
n 76-100

What caused your
location closures?

“We had several temporary
closures throughout the last year,
FIGURE 5
but we also had to permanently
close down a couple of our
branches and showrooms as well.
These closures were not a result of
the pandemic, but were certainly
accelerated by it.”
“We closed two of our warehouses
for 24 hours to do a proper
disinfection.”

In previous surveys, most businesses
still had at least some of their staff
working from home; however, this time
round, that is starting to change, with
53.5 percent claiming all of their staff
have returned to the office (see Figure
2). The most common departments
working from home remain sales,
admin, accounting and design.
Sales have, of course, suffered as a
result of the pandemic, as you could
well imagine; and here there is mixed
news. In the first two surveys, we
only asked about the overall effect
on sales. Originally, well over half of
the dealers surveyed (59.1 percent)
reported a severe decline in sales; that
dropped to 40.8 percent in July and
has gone back up to 43 percent time
round. The number of respondents
reporting only a slight decline has
risen again from 31 percent in July
2020 (28.9 percent a year ago) to 39.2
percent at present. Unsurprisingly,
perhaps, given the previous figures,
the proportion of dealers reporting an
increase in sales has dipped from 24
percent in July (10.7 percent a year
ago) to 15.2 percent this time round.
(see Figure. 3).

FIGURE 4 - SALES

FIGURE 1

How has your business
been affected by the current
situation?

OVERALL EFFECT
n
n
n
n
n

Severe decrease in sales
Slight decrease in sales
No change
Slight increase in sales
Large increase in sales
10.1%
5.1%

FIGURE 3

39.2%

For this survey, however, we looked at
sales figures in a bit more detail, asking
how they tracked in different time
periods over the course of the year,
and in different categories (see Figure
4). These figures would tend to suggest
that those overall figures could be a
result of slow and slight improvements
in the more traditional areas of office

Office supplies effect
Severe decrease
Slight decrease
No change
Slight increase
Mar 20 - Jun 20
65.9%
27.1%
4.7%
0.0%
Jul 20 - Sep 20
33.3%
51.2%
8.3%
2.4%
Oct 20 - Dec 20
26.5%
53.0%
13.3%
6.0%
Jan 21 - Mar 21
35.4%
31.7%
13.4%
14.6%
			
Jan/san/PPE effect
Severe decrease
Slight decrease
No change
Slight increase
Mar 20 - Jun 20
9.5%
7.1%
11.9%
22.6%
Jul 20 - Sep 20
7.2%
9.6%
7.2%
26.5%
Oct 20 - Dec 20
4.8%
13.3%
12.0%
45.8%
Jan 21 - Mar 21
12.3%
21.0%
17.3%
38.3%
				
Furniture effect
Severe decrease
Slight decrease
No change
Slight increase
Mar 20 - Jun 20
47.7%
27.9%
11.6%
4.7%
Jul 20 - Sep 20
33.3%
29.8%
11.9%
15.5%
Oct 20 - Dec 20
23.5%
29.4%
21.2%
15.3%
Jan 21 - Mar 21
17.6%
24.7%
23.5%
23.5%
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43%

2.5%

Large increase
2.4%
4.8%
1.2%
4.9%

Percent		
100.0%
98.8%
97.6%
96.5%

Large increase
48.8%
49.4%
24.1%
11.1%

Percent
100.0%
98.8%
98.8%
96.4%

Large increase
8.1%
9.5%
10.6%
10.6%

Percent
100.0%
97.7%
98.8%
98.8%
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supplies and furniture, while the big
increases in jan/san and PPE that helped
cover major losses earlier in the pandemic
might be dropping off.

How have sales in the follow
categories been affected over
the following periods?

The availability of assistance from the
federal government was a lifeline for many
dealers at the beginning of the pandemic,
with over 90 percent of respondents to our
July 2020 survey having claimed either one
or both of the main forms of help that were
initially on offer through the Small Business
Administration (SBA): either the Paycheck
Protection Program (PPP) (89.7 percent) or
the Economic Injury Disaster Loan (EIDL)
(33.6 percent).
The second round of funding has seen
slightly different levels of uptake (partly due
to the fact that over a third of responding
dealers did not
qualify—see
FIGURE
2 Figure 5).
Questions as to how the government
response could be improved, predictably,
drew a variety of answers! Most agreed,
however, that more help is needed (such
as IOPFDA’s Small Business Jumpstart
America Act (see page 28 for more details)).

Are you eligible for the second
round of PPP funding and will
you apply?)

35.4%

FIGURE 5

51.9%

12.7%

NEW PPP RELIEF

n Yes, and will apply/have applied
n Yes, but will not apply
n No
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In general, are you happy
with the support provided by
the Federal Government and
what other relief measures
would you like to see?

What was the biggest
challenge posed to
your dealership by the
pandemic and how did
you respond?

“Yes, absolutely. Possibly a
third round of PPP if employees
do not return to the offices by
the end of July.”

“The biggest challenge has been
the drop in overall sales in the
last six months. PPE demand
has slowed and the costs have
dropped. We have excess
inventory in the PPE category.
Most of our customers purchases
are down and our biggest
customer is a hospital that has
been financially damaged by the
pandemic. Major cutbacks have
affected our sales with our largest
customer in a negative way.”

“No, just let businesses open back
up so they can make money.”
“Yes, PPP was a life saver!”
“Faster shots—mandatory masks.”
“Not really… the government should
be promoting and supporting
the independent businesses and
sharing some of their business that
is now just going to the Big Boxes
and Amazon.”
“PPP funding is very welcomed. I
believe additional unemployment
compensation has led to the inability
to get some workers and therefore
some industries to return to work.”
“Yes… continued aggressive rollout
of vaccines. Focused purchasing to
support small businesses vs large
business.”
“More or less. The first round was
good to get, but I don’t want to apply
for anything more until the first round
has been forgiven.”
“Somewhat, but it’s not targeted
enough to the businesses most
needing help. We need low or
no-interest loans.”
When asked about the biggest
challenges faced by their business
over the past year, common answers
remained cash flow, making payroll,
sourcing certain products (particularly
jan/san) and loss of sales.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“Once Texas opened up in May,
business picked up quite a bit.
I’ve had challenges in getting
some of our people to come
back to work. I worked with
them, compromising on reduced
hours and stressing the upmost
efficiency in our daily operations.”
“The demand for office supplies
was greatly reduced; we were
able to pivot quickly into the PPE
world. All staff responded to the
increase in demand.”
“The quick shutdown of our
customers, adjusting to new
product lines and new methods of
delivery. We responded by calling
and emailing our customers.
We gained as much product
knowledge as we could. Our
inventory items changed.”
“Keeping communication going
with our customers; in the
beginning, finding product to sell
and keeping my employees.”
“PPE product availability. We
sourced outside our usual
network when feasible.”

»
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Turning Local
Independents
into National
Superheroes
“We joined AOPD in
2002 in order to secure
Regional and National
accounts. Since then,
everything has
changed for us.”
Andrew Atkinson
Preferred Business
Solutions
Dallas, TX

Join AOPD’s network of independent dealers
where small businesses are superheroes.
Visit aopd.com/andrew to continue
reading why he chose to join AOPD
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“Learning how to operate
completely remotely; since
we already have multiple
locations and do a lot of virtual
collaboration, it was an easier
transition probably than for most.”
“Keeping my employees safe and
still seeing customers—hoping a
spread would not shut down my
larger customers.”
“A reduction of product going out
and a reduction of money coming
in! We have done more advertising
and tried to get word of mouth out
around town.”
“Purchasing. We got creative.
Traditional wholesalers couldn’t
support the items we needed to
sell, so we sourced globally and on
our own for the first time ever and
were able to drive considerable
sales and profit.”
“Exhaustion! Whenever I would
get disinfecting wipes or Lysol
in, I would have a line down
several blocks. At that time, I was
the only one here. Most people
were very patient.”
The final two questions on the
survey concerned the challenges
going forward and when dealers
thought we might see some sort
of “return to normality.” Once
again, the range of responses
demonstrated how the pandemic
has affected different people in
different ways, but in general
dealers were concerned about both
the uncertainty that still permeates
people’s thinking about the future
and how to regain the traditional
customer base that may have
been lost to the likes of Amazon as
working from home changed the
way office supplies were purchased.
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What would you say are the biggest challenges facing you
as you try to move forward from this point and what sort
of timescale do you envisage for a return to some sort of
normality?
“What the future holds and how much longer this will go on for. I am
hesitant to make any big moves while it’s still very uncertain… Hopefully
in about two years.”
“Being able to replace the day-to-day lost revenue in our office supplies
division. It took years to build and only a few days to lose. We’ll recover
some volume as workers return to the office, but it’s unrealistic to think
we’ll recover it all… Most government restrictions probably lifted by July
2021. Should feel somewhat ‘normal’ by summer 2021. Masks here to stay
into 2022. Guessing those workers who plan to return to the office will do
so by January 2022.”
“Overcoming the Amazon mentality that was created by shutting down
small businesses… Not sure yet!”
“We have to establish other product lines. We are focusing on cleaning and
breakroom, PPE, furniture and promotional products… six to 12 months.”
“Businesses bringing employees back into the workplace and allowing
sales visits… I believe we have turned the corner, but it will be 12 months to
return to pre-pandemic normalcy if nothing else happens.”
“Anticipating when clients will return to work and purging inventory of
products that we will no longer sell… 18 months.”
“Which product lines should be our main focus… Possibly by end of 2021.”
“The overall growth of the local economy has taken a significant hit, which
has affected sales of most of our products. Getting the business owners
to have an optimistic view of the future and getting them back in ‘Growth
Mode’ is a significant challenge… Late Q3, early Q4 in 2021.”
“I only see opportunity for robust growth… When the education sector
restarts 100% in-class learning and the public sector returns employees to
the office.”
“Getting back out to see our customers; hesitancy on their part; getting
them to buy from us again if we lost them to Amazon, etc… One year
(hopefully less).”
“Probably switching gears in our sales strategy and continuing to create
additional touch points with clients whose sales are below pre-COVID-19
levels… We are there for the most part, though a number of our commercial
accounts have been slow to return. I’m hoping to see these accounts back
to pre-COVID-19 sales sometime between June and September.”

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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JUST

ONE ANSWER:

NAVIGATOR

Need a versatile paper? Want outstanding images for your documents?
Looking for a sustainable but efficient solution?
Whatever your printing needs, there’s always a Navigator paper for you.

Platinum

Multipurpose

The natural choice if you’re looking for an office
paper to meet all your printing needs, plus great
performance for high volume printing.

Watch graphics and images pop up from
the page in all-new levels of image
definition, brightness and color contrast.

20lb | 24lb

20lb | 24lb | 28lb | 32lb

Recycled

Eco-Logical

Made from select, high-quality recycled fibers,
Navigator Recycled is based on the 3R concept of
sustainability while ensuring premium Navigator quality.
20lb

The eco-logical choice for everyday use
that guarantees both excellent printing quality
and outstanding green credentials.

navigator-usa.com
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Supply Side

TIME TO
EXPLORE

By Michelle Sturman.

Talking to Walter Johnsen, chairman
and CEO of business and consumer
products manufacturer Acme United is
a breath of fresh air. Jovial, optimistic
and often with a funny story or two to
tell, he’s that rare breed of person who
always looks on the bright side of life,
tempered with a hearty dose of reality.
Don’t let that fool you. When it comes
to the nature of some of the products
he sells, it’s serious—and potentially
life-saving—stuff.
And he’s also serious about his
business. Acme posted an astonishing
11th consecutive year of record growth in
2020 as demand for its range of first aid
and safety products continues to grow,
along with its other lines such as cutting,
measuring and sharpening tools.
Overall, the company presently
has 12 brands supplying the office,
education, home, hardware, sporting
goods and industrial markets. In 2020,
it acquired two companies to add to its
portfolio—First Aid Central in January
and Med-Nap in December.
First Aid Central was bought primarily
to support its Canadian customers.
MARCH/APRIL 2021

Based in Laval in southwestern Quebec,
it can also provide multinational clients
in the US and Europe with the ability
to purchase first aid supplies for their
Canadian offices.
Med-Nap is a manufacturer of alcohol
prep pads; alcohol, benzalkonium
chloride and antiseptic wipes; castile
soap; and lens cleaning products.
Based in Brooksville, Florida, Med-Nap
is an FDA-registered manufacturing
facility for antiseptic wipes and
pads—the products are also used
in Acme’s first aid kits. “I think we will
ultimately make our own burn creams,
antiseptic wipes and sunscreen under
the Med-Nap brand, so there will be a lot
of new products launched over the next
few years,” says Johnsen.

A time of opportunity

He believes there is a huge opportunity
right now in the first aid and safety arena
for independent dealers as offices
begin to reopen. “Most businesses have
had their offices closed for a year and
chances are they’ll want fresh first aid
supplies,” he explains. “Partly because
INDEPENDENT DEALER

expiration dates will have been and
gone, but also because they’ve been in
an unsafe environment and need fresh
supplies for emergencies.
“I believe that dealers should be
looking at the re-emergence of the
office channel with an eye on all
their customers requiring fresh first
aid supplies. Some of them are not
that complicated to sell. A first aid
kit designed for 25 employees, for
example, doesn’t require much training
to cover the basics. We’ve got other kits
that cover up to 250 employees with the
inevitable price increase that goes with
it, but which offer a broad opportunity
for dealers.”
For IDC members who may be slightly
hesitant to enter the first aid and safety
market, Acme offers free training. They
can either watch online videos or Acme
representatives will head out into the
field and meet with a dealer’s employees
for hands-on training. “First aid is not just
bandaging in a box; it’s a real strategy
for saving lives. Training is therefore
critically important and dealers should
take advantage of it,” states Johnsen.
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A strong recovery

A robust recovery in the office supplies
channel is anticipated from around
August, as the beneficial effects of the
current vaccination program begin to
emerge. In fact, Acme has just moved
into its new headquarters in Shelton,
Connecticut, less than 20 miles from
its original location in Fairfield. Double
the size of its previous HQ, Johnsen
says heading back to a beautiful, fresh
workplace has made employees excited
and put a bounce in their step after a
year away. “We’re still working remotely,
but I expect in the next few months, once
everyone is vaccinated, we’ll step up
working in the office. I’m really looking
forward to having more time together
for team building, product development
and onboarding new employees.”

in interest in our antimicrobial products
like scissors, shears and rulers. We also
offer a lot of craft cutting tools, including
all types of knives, scissors, cutting
mats, etc. We can easily arrange for
dealers to buy a few cases and see if
they sell,” says Johnsen.
Acme’s website represents an essential
element of the company’s go-to-market
strategy and one that Johnsen believes
many dealers may not be aware of.
“Wholesalers typically only carry a narrow
part of our range. However, dealers can
bypass this and gain access to the entire
breadth of products on our website. There
is a minimum order, but it’s a chance to
buy bigger volumes and we can ship
direct to customers,” he states.

Even with record sales, new
headquarters and a return to
the office on the cards, Acme is
certainly not resting on its laurels.
In July, the company will release its
next-generation Smart Compliance first
aid kits and Safety Hub replenishment
software. New items in the craft range
with high-performance coatings will
also be launched.
While the pandemic has caused
chaos on various levels for the industry
over the past year, it has also led to
the exploration of many new product
categories that previously may have
been off the IDC radar. For independent
dealers, it’s an “exciting time” to be in
business, concludes Johnsen.

Testing the waters

Johnsen believes Acme’s broad
range of products can provide dealers
with options to test the water in new
categories. The rise in hunting and
fishing during the pandemic has seen
sales of Camilla hunting knives and
machetes soar, along with its Cuda
fishing tools. “If dealers recognize a
demand for these types of products,
they can simply head to the Acme
website and order them. It’s the same
for the craft sector, where sales have
risen by more than 100 percent in the
past year. Currently, there is an increase
MARCH/APRIL 2021
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We’re all guilty of kicking the proverbial can down
the road at times, but when it comes to technology,
that would be a grave mistake in today’s increasingly
online world. However, as Heike Dieckmann
discovers, solutions are out there…
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BMI: Facilitating growth

Eaton Office Supply is a 106-year-old
company that sells and services
office products, office furniture, office
machines, breakroom supplies, and
jan/san and safety supplie to the
Greater Western New York region.
In 2006, Eaton received a 90-day
notice that its then software provider,
Denver-based Syngistix, would be
exiting the business and no longer
support the software Eaton was using.
As president Bruce Eaton recalls,
a replacement had to be found
quickly. “We identified all the options
available, interviewed software support
companies and visited independent
dealers that were used as references.
We ultimately selected BMI and the
Microsoft Navision software platform for
our back and front-end solutions. Eaton
employs an IT manager and support
personnel to do most of the frontline
hardware and software support, but
relies on BMI for technical support and
software development.”
BMI provided about 90 percent of the
applications that the dealer needed at
the time. Eaton admits that the product
and the conversion/training project
was expensive, but the Microsoft name
were the thousands of distributors
around the world using variations of
the software helped in the company’s
decision-making process.
“BMI presented a very thorough
conversion and implementation
plan, and even relocated one of its
developers to the Western New York
area to help,” he adds. “We were
confident the provider could get us
through the conversion with a very
tight timeframe and little disruption
to ourselves and our customers. And
we weren’t wrong. The BMI team
was exceptional. Their training of
‘super users’ who could then train
‘key users’ and finally other users in
their departments worked well for us.
The forming of a steering committee
to review budgets, scheduling, time
commitments and resources was
MARCH/APRIL 2021

another success. We identified a
272-item implementation task list with
assignments and a timetable. The
entire process began at the end of July
and we went live in December.”
Over the past 15 years, the BMI
support and Eaton IT teams have
worked with the Navision software
on a variety of technology solutions,
implementing upgrades for both the
back and front end. Says Eaton: “It is a
constant challenge to be current with
the latest and greatest solutions for
both the company and our customers.
There is never enough money to
invest, but we seemed to have fared
well in comparison with some other
independent dealers.
“Our service reputation has been
good and is a reflection of how our
technology meets the needs of
our customers. From an economic
point of view, we have seen ups
and downs over the past 15 years;
but through gaining market share,
product category diversification and
acquisitions, we have been able to
grow our business. And the software
platform we have been on has not let us
down and has facilitated that growth.”
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Dealer Commander:
Ability to adapt

Control is what Granite Office Supplies
lacked with its previous technology
partner. Therefore, about six years
ago, the Salt Lake City dealer switched
to Dealer Commander, which was
originally developed under the
AOSWare umbrella.
Dealing with Sonny Arora, the
creator of this fully integrated
business operating solution, inspired
confidence in Granite manager Lee
Mercer. “Over 93 percent of our
orders come through our website, so
getting our support absolutely right
was vital to us,” he says. “We changed
because we needed more control over
our website and search results, which
Dealer Commander gives us. The
purchasing, inventory management
and overall flexibility keep us using
this product.
“Sonny has extensive experience
being the former owner of a dealership.
That foundation is key in helping him
understand what we need. He has a
tremendous work ethic, and he and
his team get stuff done. We continually
develop our site to better fit how we
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operate and, with Sonny in the mix,
I feel confident we will get where we
want to be.”
No system is without its problems
and, given that most of the
programming in Dealer Commander
is done in India, non-essential issues
typically get addressed within 24 to
48 hours. Mercer is quick to point out,
however, that serious problems are
dealt with immediately.
As a result of the system switch,
Granite experienced immediate
improvements in its purchasing
process and inventory management.
“We still have a lot of improving to do
to better manage our website and
inventory, but the beauty is that with
Sonny. we know these improvements
can and will be made. We are currently
implementing a feature which manages
multiple SKUs so that our inventory
levels are accurate without having to
manually manage multiple items.”
Inventory has definitely been an issue
in this past COVID-19 dominated year.
“We saw an incredible spike in demand
from all over the country,” recalls
Mercer. “Of course, we couldn’t fulfill
that demand because we couldn’t get
face masks, hand sanitizer, disinfecting
wipes or other items in that category
until recently.
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“On the plus side, we learned that
our website is definitely capable of
handling serious online traffic and
could be used to compete in the
ferocious online sales world. We don’t
currently have the capacity or focus to
maximize the opportunities that clearly
exist, but it’s not really the software that
is holding us back. Let’s just say we’ve
got a lot to learn still, but we’ll get there
in the end.”

ECI: Catering for the
digital consumer

DBI’s switch to ECI as a technology
solutions provider was not a reality it had
to deal with, but one it instigated itself. DBI
is an independent dealer from Lansing,
Michigan, that dates back to 1984 and
provides consultative expertise, products
and services. From pencils and paper
to space planning and modular walls,
DBI takes pride in its ability to put all the
various pieces together.
To maintain its excellent reputation,
it had become critical for the company
to have an e-commerce site that
catered to all of its business segments
and services. “We converted to ECI in
2017 after 21 years with our previous
provider,” explains Steve Klaver, DBI’s
co-owner, vice president and chief
operating officer. “We made the switch
INDEPENDENT DEALER

to ECI because we felt like our previous
provider was stagnant in its system
growth and adaptability.
“Once we had made that decision,
we made sure to take our time in
cleaning and importing data. To aid in
the transition, a DBI team was created
to bridge the gap between us and
ECI, and our team spent about a year
cleaning and transferring data. All the
time and resources spent on properly
laying the foundations of our new
system were certainly worth it in the
long run.
“Overall, web orders and web
traffic have increased by at least 10
percent since making the switch. The
initial change brought up a number of
customer frustrations that were easily
managed with guidance on how to
use the new system. Two things that
came up as real positives judging
by customer feedback were how
quickly our site loads and the account
customizations we offer. Overall, the
new system has allowed us to cater to a
new generation of digital consumers.”
On a regular and ongoing note,
Klaver also refers to ECI’s provision of
best practice advice, system updates,
training and events. The daily ECI
Premier Supplier Support, meanwhile,
is greatly appreciated when the dealer
encounters hiccups of any nature in
the system.

Fortune Web Marketing:
Marketing focus

During COVID-19, the B2B world has
gravitated to online shopping more
than ever before. As such, having a
solid foot in the door and an excellent
understanding of the technology
behind it has been vital.
“We have been in the office supplies
business since about 2006,” says
Kevin Hoffman of ItemGrabber and
ItemGrabber Green, two entities that
ultimately evolved from partnering with
IBM in 1997, selling UNIX hardware,
software and high-end storage, such
as disk units and tape libraries.
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Technology Fuels
Business Growth
Fully integrated, customizable business management and ecommerce site
software automates business processes and is always up to date so you
can focus on building your brand and growing your business.
•

Automated processes

•

Ecommerce optimization

•

Business intelligence and CRM

•

Vendor integrations

•

Cloud-based technology

•

Point of sale

Learn how technology can help you recession-proof
your business.
READ EBOOK

www.ecisolutions.com | How business gets done.
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“When we started, I wasn’t satisfied
with the e-commerce applications that
were available at the time,” he explains.
“So I developed my own, which we use
to run our brands.
“Over the years, the application we
developed became of interest to other
independents and we adapted the
product into an e-commerce plugin
for WordPress called VendorFuel.
This is now available to download by
anyone using WordPress for content
management and site development.
We integrate with SAP, Oracle and
Ariba, among others, and we are
punchout ready for both inward
punchout to the customer’s site or
external punchout to a partner’s
site. We follow cxml.org standards
for punchout and offer professional
services for custom integrations with
new partners.”
While deeply familiar with the
software specifics, Hoffman and his
team—headquartered in Rocklin,

California—were ultimately looking for
a partner to help them with all aspects
of their web marketing. “I saw Jennifer
Stine from Fortune Web Marketing
give a presentation at an Essendant
conference. I was very interested in
what she had to say and went to talk
to her. The relationship developed
from there and Fortune Web has been
my go-to for all marketing for the past
couple of years. We have learned
a lot about web marketing and best
practices, which led us to create better
tools for VendorFuel.”
In terms of key benefits as a result
of the collaboration, Hoffman refers
to considerably more new customer
sign-ups to VendorFuel, ItemGrabber
and ItemGrabber Green. “Our dealer
customers are very happy with the
new SEO tools and the way they
help them with their e-commerce
sites,” adds Hoffman. “In addition,
companies that use our sites to
purchase are very pleased with their

experience, which is certainly in part
due to Fortune.”
He concludes: “We have had some
time to focus on the exact marketing
strategy we wanted to deploy during
and post pandemic. Fortune hasn’t
missed anything—Jennifer and the
team have a clear strategy and they
are like a well-oiled machine in its
deployment. All I can say is that we are
moving in a very positive direction as a
result of this partnership.”

GOPD: Ahead of its time

Rocky Mountain Business Products
is about as family oriented as they
come. Its involvement in technology is
unusually advanced for an independent
dealer, owing to an early business
relationship in the 1970s between
company founder Joe Tittman and a
software developer, which resulted
in an interest in automated order
processing and accounting.
Under the leadership of current

fwmrocks.com
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president, Joe’s son Jay Tittman, Rocky
Mountain’s tech expertise expanded
further about a decade ago when it
partnered with GOPD.
“We saw what was coming down the
line and felt it was imperative to have
our OP catalogue available in an online
ordering environment,” explains Jay
Tittman. “The choices at the time were
fairly limited and some, quite frankly,
were completely out of our league
financially. We ended up picking GOPD
due to its simplicity. It was a standalone
online catalogue as opposed to an
integrated accounting system, and
we selected the program based on its
features and benefits. We’re still with
GOPD now and definitely feel we made
the right choice.”
The software used has evolved
considerably from those early days.
The online catalogue now offers
integration from the wholesalers’
inventories and processing capabilities
into its own accounting system. It also
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comprises mobile-friendly technology
and excellent integration into marketing
programs such as S.P. Richards’
Campaign Advantage. The shopping
cart system OP-24/7 has also seen
considerable enhancements.
Rocky Mountain’s experience with
the technology means the ongoing
support needed from GOPD is
sporadic nowadays, but nevertheless
hugely important. “We can go weeks
without calling for assistance to working
very closely with GOPD, like we did
in our recent cart redesign,” says
Tittman. “It’s always a smooth and easy
process. The team there is prompt and
really capable in terms of solving any
problems that arise. One of the things
I like about the system we have is that
after some initial training, a dealer like
us can handle most of the day-to-day
management without a lot of interaction
with GOPD.”
Customization is another vital criterion
for the dealership. “We have the ability
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to adapt our website for each of our
different types of customers,” explains
Tittman. “We do a lot in the hospitality
sector, but another big market for us is
the cannabis industry here in Colorado
since it became legal. Obviously, these
two customer segments order very
different things on a regular basis.
“GOPD offers the same functionality
and many of the same features as
Amazon, Staples, Office Depot
etc—and that is what customers are
familiar with and want. They like the
simplicity of using the site. Our website
has driven Rocky Mountain’s growth
and is the primary means of processing
orders now. The feedback we get is
incredible.”

Prima Software:
Customer satisfaction

Family-owned JD Distributors from
Tennessee has experienced a
truly meteoric rise in its technology
know-how and expertise, at an
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incredibly challenging time.
The dealership is firmly rooted in
jan/san, which accounts for around
80 percent of its revenue. The start of
COVID-19, therefore, brought about
the largest volume of business in the
company’s history.
However, until March 2020, the
company was using an aging computer
system and was dealing with its third
attempt at a website. Online orders
were negligible and the customer
experience woeful.
Sales manager Jimmy Slaughter
provides some context. “The old
system was outdated and not
connected to our website—every web
order had to be keyed in manually on
our old AS400 system,” he explains.
“Once we had accepted it was time to
upgrade, we found it very challenging
to find an affordable replacement
that would provide a meaningful
improvement to our efficiency and
customer experience.
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“We had learned about Prima
Software at an Office Partners show
and were excited about how partnering
with this company could meet all our
needs. Even though we selected the
worst possible time to go live with a
new computer system and website, the
team at Prima did an excellent job of
guiding us through the transition.”
JD’s site remains a work in progress.
The dealer hasn’t officially launched
its new website yet—a delay that
was caused by the pandemic which,
required urgent attention in other
areas. But with Prima’s input, the site
has gone live and feedback from
customers suggests that it is already
a vast improvement. “Prima has been
a great help to us in terms of getting
all our items added to the website,”
adds Slaughter. “It also conducted live
remote training events with our staff and
agreed to send team members to our
two locations to train our entire staff.”
The JD team—under the leadership
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of Bill, Jimmy and David Flood—is
confident that the system is easy
enough to use for both its own staff
and, importantly, its customers.
“Our previous attempts at a
website consistently drew negative
feedback from customers, but we
are encouraged by what we’re
hearing now,” concludes Slaughter.
“Customers enjoy that our search bar
leads them exactly to the items they are
looking for and that they are able to see
item availability before ordering. We will
soon be taking advantage of Prima’s
paperless delivery option too, whereby
customers can sign for their deliveries
on a tablet rather than our delivery
drivers requesting manually signed
printed packing slips.”

Thalerus: Customized
technology

When Denver-based EON Office
was created at the beginning of
the new millennium, it started—like
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most dealers at the time—with what
it now refers to as a primitive online
ordering website. It soon needed
much more than that as demand
grew for a sophisticated system for
end-user pricing, supply chain and
inventory management, reporting, and
many other functions. “We needed
customized technology solutions to
streamline our business,” explains
EON CEO Elena Sirpolaidis.
“We visited Thalerus in Chicago
and were very impressed with Lillian
Yeh and her team,” she continues.
“Their technology was at the forefront
of our needs and of market trends.
Importantly, it could be custom-tailored
to our unique requirements, so we
converted in early 2004.
“We have since upgraded to new
versions of both the back-end VIBENet
system and web store, always with
a high degree of customization.
Thalerus continually makes changes
and updates to the system, and we

constantly need custom solutions for
back-end needs and for our clients.
The process is always efficient and
transparent.”
EON’s offering spans many
categories, including traditional
office products, jan/san, breakroom,
PPE, safety, technology, printing and
promotional products. The dealership
also comprises Environments
Denver, a full-service provider of
furniture and design solutions for
all types of workplace. Thalerus’s
VIBENet solutions have helped to
streamline processes in a number
of areas, including real-time delivery
confirmations through V-Track;
tax calculation through Avalara
integration; punchout catalog
integrations for clients; and numerous
custom processes for EON’s unique
requirements for quarterly updates,
deviated janitorial contracts, physical
inventory, supply chain sourcing and
back-order processes—to name but a

few key operational features.
Sirpolaidis elaborates: “Customers
have been happy with our online
ordering site, especially its
user-friendliness. Thalerus worked
with us to achieve the visual look we
wanted as well as the overall user
experience. Clients have also been
pleased with the custom reports we
provide, order approval processes,
budgeting tools, billing flexibility and
the process of software integrations
when needed.”
With technology now more important
than ever, despite having collaborated
for about 17 years, the work never
stops and there’s an ongoing need for
support. This is not just to address the
many and varied issues that arise on
a day-to-day basis; it’s also the result
of game changers such as Amazon
and other online retailers which have
redefined—and continue to do so—
how office supplies and their many
adjacencies are purchased.
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SSI has been adding one new money-saving feature after
another for more than 40 years.

That's a long history
of bright ideas.

At SSI, we're continually adding new features and improvements to help independent
dealers control costs and boost profitability. It's just one of the reasons more dealers
are upgrading to our software. Find out what SSI can do for your business.

www.ssiop.com | 905–939–1080 | sales@ssiop.com
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SSI/Apjax:
Automation is king

Cubie is a company that is always
looking for new ways to compete in the
market and technology has become
a real enabler for this San Antonio,
Texas-based dealer.
“We were with our previous software
provider for many years,” says CEO
Dee Hernandez. “But increasingly, we
watched the mega stores come up with
fresh, new websites. In the end, we
decided to switch to SSI in 2016.
“Anytime you convert your whole
operating system, there will be a
learning curve, especially when you
have seasoned employees; but all we
do is send SSI’s support team an email
and they quickly work to solve the issue
or walk us through any questions we
may have. SSI’s graphical software has
many back-end features and reports
that help us with efficiency every day.”
In addition to Cubie’s involvement with
SSI, it also works with Apjax, a platform
that automates dealers’ digital marketing
and logistics. Apjax was created by
Hernandez’s sons Justin and Aaron as a
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standalone company. “We offer custom
landing websites with our own in-house
website builder, which gives dealers
unlimited potential and customization—
and doesn’t constrain them to a
WordPress framework,” explains Aaron
Hernandez:
“We offer SEO alongside this
framework which gives us source
code control and yields the best
results,” he continues. “We can add
through-channel marketing—similar to
Sproutloud/Adobe with S.P. Richards—
to their websites automatically through
a manufacturer/wholesaler/buying
group’s A+ content. The campaign
dates, slide images, products, emails
and texts can all be changed to fit the
dealer’s needs.”
Working with both SSI and Apjax
has certainly been a complementary
fit that has given Cubie a competitive
edge. “Before partnering with these
two companies, our company was
never visible on Google,” says Dee
Hernandez. “Now customers can find
us. When new prospects search for
certain products online, Cubie appears
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because of the SEO that’s been
implemented and this has brought in
new customer accounts.
“In addition, Apjax has set up our
web store for digital marketing with
new content published daily. This
is fantastic because it keeps our
webstore fresh. Apjax also recently
added a rebate and coupon page
which will encourage our customers
to stay longer and return back to see
what’s new on a regular basis.”
As simple as this may sound, Aaron
Hernandez emphasizes the importance
of starting with the basics. “We make
dealers look at their foundation first
and then build from the ground up,”
he says. “Things like a mobile-friendly
and secure website, with good user
experience and interface, local
SEO markup and basic marketing
come first. Next would be tracking
analytics and adapting content for
the highest conversion rates; and
then finally advanced marketing and
personalization. It’s also important to
remember that automation is king and
should be a focus for every dealer.”
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Does your current software provider have
an eye to the future of this industry? Are
they really giving you the tools to succeed
in an ever changing business
environment? Is their platform able to
grow with your business and provide
you with an easy to use interface?
If you answered no then it is time to
ﬁnd a system that does.
Dealer Commander is a fully integrated
business operating solution. From one
system gain better control over all
aspects of your business.

Features Include
• Handles Multiple Vendors On and Offline

• Smart Purchasing System

• Employee Security Access Levels

• Multiple Vendor EDI

• Easily Create Orders, Quotes, Invoices,
and Packing Slips
• Custom Reporting Generation

• Credit Card Processing
• Inventory Reports

• Cloud Based

• Delivery Route Coding & Assignments

• Easy Proﬁt Controls

• Search Engine Friendly Website
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Contact Us For A Consultation
www.dealercommander.com
sales@dealercommander.com
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THE
MILLER’S
TALE

(l-r) IOPFDA’s Mike Tucker and Paul Miller,
with Steve Noyes of Clover Imaging Group

Paul Miller celebrated 20 years in his role as IOPFDA’s director of
government relations during the pandemic and was recently presented with
a recognition award by IOPFDA executive chair Mike Tucker. INDEPENDENT
DEALER caught up with him to discuss some of the challenges he has
faced, the current battlegrounds and his hopes for the future.
ID: First of all, let me congratulate
you on your 20 years of service for
IOPFDA and the recognition award
you received earlier this month.
Does it seem like two decades
you’ve been working in the office
products business?
PM: It’s hard to believe it is 20 years
I’ve been doing this. I said to Mike
Tucker when we spoke recently that
I appreciated them taking a flyer on
someone who was thought of as a kid at
the time. I’m a lot older now and perhaps
one of the older guys in this profession,
which shocks me—how fast time flies.
The last question in my interview for
the job with NOPA still sticks out in my
memory. Jim McGarry asked me why
they should hire me when they could
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hire a lawyer instead, and my first
comment was: “Well, firstly, I can read,
so I should be able to do this.” But then
I thought about it and took the question
very seriously, and over that weekend I
put together a three-year strategic plan
and sent it to them; and that’s where
the story started. I became their first
director of government affairs and have
been with them ever since.
It’s been a great experience for me,
with a great group of people. I’ve got
a lot of friends in the industry now and
they’re not just clients—they’re friends.
ID: Can you tell me a little bit about
your background before you joined
NOPA and how you came to be
involved in the first place?
INDEPENDENT DEALER

PM: I’m originally from Wisconsin.
I went to the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater and got my
degree in political science. My original
intent was to go to law school. I did
some internships for law firms and
just didn’t really enjoy them. I figured I
didn’t want to spend all that money on
law school if I wasn’t going to use the
degree.
One of my internships was with
attorney Gerald Boyle in Milwaukee.
He’s famous for representing Jeffrey
Dahmer and I was interning when
that case was going on, so it was an
interesting time; but it made me realize
the job wasn’t everything that you see
on TV, so I decided it wasn’t what I
wanted to do.
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I wasn’t going to stay in Wisconsin—
that really wasn’t for me—so I looked
around and went to North Carolina;
but then I got an opportunity here in
Washington DC at a law firm, working
on the legislative side. I began to work
my way up through the ranks, to the
point at which the National Funeral
Directors Association (NFDA), which is
located in Milwaukee, was looking for
a manager of government affairs, so I
applied. I got an interview and the guy
who was running the shop at the time
was a 25-year veteran who had worked
for the Reagan administration and was
looking for somebody to do a lot of the
heavy lifting. That was fine for me as a
young kid, to get that opportunity.
I really credit him for my getting into
this business and being where I am
today. He was a great mentor. It wasn’t
one of those things where you just
answer phones and do photocopying;
he threw me right to the wolves. Again,
there is one of those instances that
sticks out in the memory: We were
at a meeting and he usually took
the lead on these things, but when
we got in there and had made our
introductions, he turned it over to me
to make the pitch. Of course, I fumbled
and bumbled and really screwed it up.
When we walked out and I apologized,
he said, “No, that’s a learning
experience.” I never have forgotten that
moment.
So that’s where I started, and I
learned from a gentleman who had that
approach; so that’s how I work with our
team today.
ID: Then the IOPFDA opportunity
arose—how did that come along?
PM: I had been at the NFDA for a little
over two years and I had probably
gone as far as I could go. It was a
small shop and I wasn’t going to be
the next director. The gentleman who
was my boss would be there a lot
longer. (He just retired not too long
ago, so I’d still be waiting!) IOPFDA
intrigued me because they didn’t have
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a government affairs program and they
were looking for somebody to build it.
With what I had learned at the NFDA,
I was able to say, “Hey, I can do this
for you. I have this direct experience,”
and laid out a plan for them. I’d like to
say it was a successful plan from the
beginning; we had a full advocacy

very concerned that Amazon is both
a reseller on that platform and also its
host, with access to our data.
Antitrust is a big issue these days
and Congress is dealing with that.
We have had several very good
conversations and we believe that
when the antitrust legislation comes

“The merger agreement we put together assures
that our mission and our resources remain
committed to the work that we do for the
independent dealer community…”
program very quickly. But right out of
the gate we had good member buy-in,
board support and things like that; so it
was an easy job for me.
ID: Can you outline your role at
IOPFDA for our readers, as some
may not be aware of all the work you
do behind the scenes?
PM: We do a lot of grassroots
stuff, which means membership
communications—working with IOPFDA
members on the issues they face. Of
course, this pandemic is the biggest
issue we’ve had. Many members have
been struggling and looking to get some
federal grant dollars. My job is to work
with them, to look at different programs
and different agencies and identify
areas where there might be grants that
the dealers could apply for. The PPP
loan is one that everybody could apply
for; but it was about helping members
maneuver the loan process and the
forgiveness process.
When the pandemic hit, IOPFDA did
about 12 straight weeks of updates on
what the relief packages meant for the
dealer community and things like that;
and then we took questions and helped
them navigate through that.
Then on the government side, we
work with dealers that are doing
business with the federal government.
The GSA has created this big online
platform similar to Amazon in the
private sector and Amazon controls
that government marketplace. We’re
INDEPENDENT DEALER

out, it will include language that
protects our dealers, and that Amazon
will not be able both to control the
platform and to be a reseller.
So, my role involves things like that.
It involves helping members beyond
the legislative side. Yes, I spend a lot of
time working on tax issues, healthcare
issues, government procurement
issues and COVID-19 relief type issues;
but it’s also about helping members
understand the process and helping
them through it. So I put it as more than
just an advocacy role. We do a lot of
work helping dealers figure out how to
utilize the government to best further
their business practices.
ID: In one of your pieces in
INDEPENDENT DEALER recently,
you said the recent pandemic has
seen Congress rally round small
businesses like no other time in
your career. Do you think that we’ve
seen a shift in how Congress looks
at small business because of the
efforts made during the pandemic
and will that have ramifications
going forward?
PM: I will applaud Congress for how
quickly they jumped to small business.
You’re right: In my 25-year career, I
have never seen the government or
Congress move so quickly to support
small businesses. A catchphrase I have
always used is, “We are everybody’s
best friend at election time”; but when it
comes to actually implementing policy,
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That’s what Congress missed out,
even though witness after witness went
before Congress to explain how they
needed that access. This was about
politics—which is the unfortunate thing
about this town: It’s hyper-partisan and
everything is about politics.

we are not their friend because we
don’t have the big voice and the big
dollars. But saying that, I think the first
COVID-19 relief pack, which included
the PPP loans, was great—it was a
much-needed lifeline.
But since that point in time, Congress
has gone back to its old ways and let
small businesses down. Even with
the second PPP loan process, there
are a lot of strings to it. It’s not really
been effective in getting money out on
time to help those who need it most.
We have a different approach and we
have told Congress we’re not the only
ones. Small businesses need access
to capital. They need a partner in the
federal government. We want access
to, and low long-term interest for,
loans to get through this pandemic
successfully and come out better
on the other side. But Congress isn’t
listening, because it’s all about the
vote counting and everybody wants
some money during this pandemic. I
don’t suspect that early 2020 will be
the blueprint for the future for small
businesses. I think we will still have to
fight and scrap for every nickel we get
from the federal government.
ID: I know you worked very hard
on the Small Business Jumpstart
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America Act; but although it
showed some early signs of
support in Congress, that language
wasn’t included in the most recent
stimulus Bill.
PM: It wasn’t, and it’s purely and
simply a political game. In Congress,
it was just easier to dump a boat-load
of money into a second round of PPP
loans and say that they were helping
small businesses; when in fact, if
you look at small minority-owned
community or businesses in those
communities, they struggled in round
one. They’ll also struggle in round two.
And even if they set this up, money
aside, we need more than Congress
just saying, “Hey, here’s the pot of
money—go after it.”
A lot of small businesses need help
and they need to know how to get this.
I’m not talking about the sophisticated
dealers that are out there with an IOPFDA
looking after them. We’re talking about a
lot of other businesses that may have no
more than five employees who struggle
every day with the bookkeeping and all
that other stuff. Having access to capital;
being able to go to a bank and get a
15-year, low-interest loan for $500,000
or $1 million at 2 percent—that’s going
to go a long way for a small business to
help it grow.
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ID: Presumably, this is a point you
tried to get across once again during
the virtual fly-in at the end of March?
PM: It is. There was nothing for small
businesses in the latest stimulus
package. It was all green initiatives,
worker initiatives, health insurance and
things like that. Now, those things are
needed; but the package doesn’t look
at how we drive the economy going
forward out of this pandemic, and that’s
where small businesses need the help
and the relief to be able to do that.
So that was a big part of our
message: That whatever happens—if
there’s an Infrastructure Bill, as has
been rumored, or another possible
stimulus package; whatever funding
comes forward—we have to have
some access to capital regardless of
what industries small businesses are
in. We’ve been there for our customers
and our communities, and we are still
hurting and we need some help.
ID: You must also be pleased with
the recognition of the industry in the
recent House resolution regarding
National Small Business Workplace
Solutions Week?
I applaud Congressman Wittman
from Virginia and Congressman Henry
Cuellar from Texas for introducing
a House resolution that addresses
workplace solutions in this country.
I think people may say, “It’s just a
resolution; it doesn’t have any teeth
behind it.” But the strength behind
it is that the industry is finally getting
recognized for the work it does in
communities. That’s what we’re building
on—with every member continuing to
build that voice for every small business
dealership in the country.
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ID: Presumably, the recent tie-up
with ISSA will strengthen the
lobbying position? It builds a larger
community with which to fight.
PM: It does, and that’s why I’m excited
about it. It gives us two different
avenues. They’re a little bit different. It
doesn’t necessarily apply to all of our
dealers, but it does to a good number
of them. We have now doubled our
lobbying force and we can take on
more issues. ISSA has its agenda,
which a lot of our members will be
able to take advantage of and benefit
from. The same is true of what we’re
doing: ISSA members will benefit from
initiatives such as the Jumpstart Act,
which applies to any small business;
just as ISSA’s cleaning tax credit
will apply to a lot of our members
and could be a selling point for their
customers, educating them on the
nuances of how they can get tax
credits for the cleaning supplies they’re
purchasing.
So yes, I’m excited about the
opportunity. We’re just a few months into
this, but it’s so far working really well.
ID: You’ve been at IOPFDA 20 years
now. There have been some big
shifts in the industry during that
time. Which battles stand out in your
mind as the hardest you’ve fought?
PM: When I first started, the US
Postal Service (USPS) gave a big
contract to Boise Cascade [which later
merged with OfficeMax, which in turn
merged with Office Depot]. This was
probably during one of my first few
months on the job. We took our issue
to Congress, to argue that they had
awarded the contract without bidding
it out. We were able to get letters from
the government, from Congress, from
USPS saying that what they had done
was not mandatory, so USPS could
buy from anybody it chose to. While
this did mean that the contract with
Boise remained in place originally, they
subsequently undid it so that there was
another comment period for us to bid.
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At the end of the day, our dealers got
the opportunity to continue to compete
with Boise for the USPS business.
That, for me, was a really big win and
one that was definitely needed by the
organization, which had just started this
advocacy program. It showed why it
was worth investing in that type of thing
and the support grew from there.

PM: Yes, Mike Tucker did a
phenomenal job last time round and
I suspect we will undertake the same
type of initiative to let the FTC know that
monopolies limit choice. You can dress
them up any way you want; but when
you put these big companies together,
you are limiting the opportunities in this
industry. You are saying, “Hey, these

“The merger agreement we put together assures
that our mission and our resources remain
committed to the work that we do for the
independent dealer community…”
The continued growth of the power
channel and the consolidations,
mergers and everything else we’ve
seen in recent times are also of
concern. We’re still waiting to see how
the current situation [with the proposed
Staples/Depot merger] shakes out; but
the biggest success I think the industry
has had is that we have been able to
level the playing field with the Staples
and the Depots of this world when it
comes to issues of importance to them.
We’ve talked to a lot of members
of Congress on both sides of the
aisle and they have said: “You know,
your competitors are here and this is
the story they told us; but now we’re
hearing your side of the story and do
you know what? We like what you’re
saying here.”
So I think dealers have done a
phenomenal job talking about who they
are, what they do and the value they
add to the community.
ID: There was a battle last time—and I
know IOPFDA was involved, as were
several other organizations—when
the Staples/Depot merger was
originally proposed a few years back.
As you’ve said, we don’t know how
the current situation will pan out (see
news story on page 18); but certain
outcomes may see the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) becoming
involved once again. Presumably,
IOPFDA will represent the IDC?
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billion-dollar companies are going to
be the only game in town,” and that’s
not how it should happen.
I think we had a strong case last time
and will have a strong case to make
this time. I suspect the organization will
commit the resources and the energy
to it both on the legal side and on the
legislative side.
ID: We’ve spoken about Amazon
and GSA, the Jumpstart America
Act and consolidation in the power
channel; it would seem there are
plenty of issues for you to get your
teeth into as you start your next 20
years advocating for IOPFDA?
PM: Yes, and if I could say one thing:
Most industries have small issues
that they can get fixed fairly quickly
or over a shorter period of time. But
nothing is easy for this industry—that’s
part of the challenge and what part of
the excitement originally was. These
aren’t small issues and we’re outspent
every day; but again, we have that
grassroots component that the big
corporate players don’t. They can’t
sell that. That local dealership in a
district or state is important in putting
a face to our story: That’s what we’ve
really tried hard to do.
But having said that—if, in my next
20 years, there is one issue that’s very
simple and easy to get off the plate
and can get a major success on, I’d
greatly appreciate it!
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By Tom Buxton

ONE THING THE
MOST SUCCESSFUL
DEALERS HAVE IN
COMMON

The past year has brought significant sales
declines to more than 60 percent of the dealers
in the IDC. My guess is that the percentage is
even higher than that; so let’s all agree that 2020
and the first two months of 2021 have been a
disaster for far too many.
In the past four issues of INDEPENDENT
DEALER, I have provided suggestions
about how to survive and look towards
thriving as we move away from this
horrible pandemic. Consequently, this
column is meant to provide a more
specific idea as to how to change your
business for the better. However, there
is an issue that I need to warn you about
before I share my thoughts.
The one thing that I have seen help
many, many dealers improve their
results might seem a bit self-serving, so
let me assure you that I am not “fishing”
for more business. On the contrary, I
want to highlight specific actions and
other resources/people that can change
your company for the better. Quickly!
The businesses that I know which
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didn’t just survive during the past year
are those that either have someone on
their staff with specific expertise that the
company didn’t have before COVID-19
or have hired professionals to help
them. Some dealers have moved into
janitorial products or barriers/custom
PPE products, or have become better
trained on the inside sales techniques
that have become the norm during the
past year.
S.P. Richards hired a gentleman
named David Cain who was with CPI
before Staples purchased it, and he
provides great insight into how to
engage your inside team to sell more
effectively. But you may not be a SPR
customer or your dealership might need
more in-depth assistance. If so, there
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are inside sales training professionals
like Marisa Pensa from Methods in
Motion, or Krista Moore, both of whom
have vast experience with improving
sales within our industry. Staples and
Office Depot have fired or furloughed
so many of their reps that it might be
the easiest time in recent history to help
your sales team grow their business.
The dealers that are growing have
differentiated themselves by figuring out
how to sell effectively even during this
insane period.
Another area where dealers have
been extraordinarily successful is in
the area of janitorial supplies. Some
dealers have bought other dealers
and others have hired a champion.
The wholesalers can also provide
some support; but to build a jan/san
business from scratch, there is no one
better than Cris Goodman; He has
helped a number of dealers that I am
well acquainted with grow their “off the
carpet” businesses exponentially. I
am sure that there are other experts in
the field, so consider them as well, but
dealers that only sell traditional office
products and furniture have struggled
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more during the past year than those
who sell janitorial products and other
food-related supplies. If you were trying
and failing to make the leap into MPS
before the pandemic, be sure to contact
Wiley McDonald. He comes from that
world and is an excellent resource to
help grow that part of your business as
people return to their offices.
Next, there are numerous large
accounts that are unhappy with the
service they are receiving from our
competitors. As an example, AOPD
is receiving more requests from
hospital groups and other companies
than any time in the recent past
for assistance or to participate in
requests for proposals. In the United
States, there are two gentlemen whom
I would highly recommend assist your
team in determining whether to bid
on an opportunity and how to ensure
the best possible outcome for your
company. There is also an expert
for Canada who has spectacular
knowledge and the ability to help
your company secure business. In
the States Ted Kreider and Mike
Mathews can provide all the data/bid
management you will ever need; and
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in Canada, Brennan Thomson is the
resident expert.
Marketing assistance is also vital for
you to survive and thrive, and the best
dealers either have someone on staff
or have outsourced for assistance.
Aviso and Fortune Web Marketing are
both very engaged in our category
and do a spectacular job of helping
their customers improve sales and
communication simultaneously.
So, you might have noticed that
most of these resources cost money.
Yes, most of them are in once sense
or another “CONSULTANTS.” The
one thing that dealers who were most
successful in the past year all had in
common was a willingness to spend
money to improve. And remember, even
though I am one, I am not saying you
should use me. It is so important that
independent dealers learn that outside
resources are needed that I wanted
to list a group for you even though I
compete with some of them.
The people and companies I have
listed are dedicated to your success
and will help you dig in to make the
changes you need to make if you aren’t
currently being successful. And please
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don’t use the excuse that you don’t have
the money right now. If your sales have
been really poor, your company has
probably already applied for a second
PPP loan. Temporarily, you have the
money to spend, and I have provided
you an admittedly incomplete list of
professional resources that can help
you significantly improve the growth
potential for your business. The only
question left is: Are you willing to invest,
or will you just fade away?
Note: I do not receive any
renumeration for recommending any of
these professionals and I am more than
willing to help you become connected
with anyone of them if you need their
expertise.
In addition to serving as national sales
manager for AOPD, Tom Buxton,
founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup
consulting organization, works with
independent office products dealers
to help increase sales and profitability.
Tom is also the author of a book on
effective business development, Dating
the Gatekeeper. For more information,
visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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A PERFECT
PARTNERSHIP:
TECHNOLOGY
AND SKILLED
LABOR
by Anthony Hansen

Technology and skilled labor are often thought
of as an odd couple. That said, leading
installation companies have found the marriage
of the two to be a match made in heaven,
especially as the pandemic continues to ravage
major markets throughout the country.
Furniture dealerships adopted CAD/
visualization software to bridge client
visions and product offering years
ago, and manufacturers have long
had superhuman machines to assist
with production output. Today, top‐tier
installation companies are upping their
technological prowess to keep the
industry moving amid the worst market
collapse in generations.
As a leading installation shop
in the Chicago area, Installation
Specialists, Inc. (ISI) has successfully
embraced—and balanced—the power
of technology with the strength of its field
team members. This article pulls back
the curtain (slightly) to unveil the digital
toolbox that ISI has developed over the
years, in the hope that other installation
shops and their dealer partners across
the nation others can take inspiration.
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ISI’s operating system, OrderWorks,
is a true project repository and
CRM—everything from quote to invoice
is handled within the same system.
Perhaps the best way to depict the
symbiotic relationship of technology
and labor from both the office/
warehouse and the field is to view it
through multiple roles within a typical
installation company.

The project coordinator and
support crew
While an operating system is the
technological hub for many installation
companies, the project coordinator
(PC) serves as the communication
conduit. As the consistent point
of contact, an ISI PC leverages
technology to interact with the
receiving, warehousing, scheduling
INDEPENDENT DEALER

and trucking departments.
Through manual entry and
automated workflow processes, PCs
leverage technology to view product
received in the warehouse, request
manpower and fleet resources,
generate invoices and develop
custom reports for dealer partners.
Further, the creation of furniture-pull
and site-delivery tickets within the
system aids warehousing staff; and
the automatic calculation, generation
and distribution of storage invoices
is a timesaver for asset management
teams. Smart systems even aid in the
assignment of field crew and delivery
members based on their proximity to
site, skillset, and workload capacity.
For a company of ISI’s size, with an
average of 200 daily installers and
8,000 projects a year, implementing
failsafe points within its technology
platforms is critical to business
operations. Multiple checks and
balances create a pause for the PC
and other support crews. For example,
the technology flags projects without
an assigned dealer purchase order
before work commences; it also
prohibits full contract invoicing without
a final status report submitted from
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the field; and last but not least, ISI’s
operating system does not allow for
the overextension of fleet and labor
resources.

The project manager

Project managers leverage technology
to communicate complex, multi‐phase
project progress to clients. Through
a combination of reporting from the
OrderWorks central operating system
and PlanGrid, ISI project managers
gain perspective and communicate
from multiple viewpoints with a series of
integrated reporting mechanisms:
• System reporting features identify
upcoming projects so site visits
can be conducted ahead of time,
proper insurance paperwork can
be filed with building management
and dock access/elevator times
can be reserved.
• Daily progress reports from foremen
are critical for communicating to the
client, verifying product placement,
and troubleshooting challenges that
arise due to field conditions.
• Integration between PlanGrid and
OrderWorks allows for filtering of
site photos and notations complete
with timestamp technology. This
allows one combined report to be
generated for a client that details any
site issues, product damage (due to
manufacturing defect, shipping or
installation), completed tasks and
trade coordination.
• Smart toggle fields allow for the
generation of photo‐only, RFI and
final punchlist reports. The ability
to scale features based on need
is invaluable for dealer clients as
they can throttle information prior to
distribution to the end user.
Similar to failsafe points for PCs,
project managers utilize ISI’s technology
to mitigate field discrepancies and
protect both the company and the
dealer partner from unsubstantiated
costs. Project managers can easily
account for product by reviewing
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scans of receiving documents against
product received at ISI’s warehouses.
Tagged and timestamped photographic
libraries provide visual representations
of site conditions and progress. This
chronicling is necessary when warranty
work is requested, is helpful when
a facility manager requests historic
documentation for a reconfiguration
and is invaluable when a dealer cannot
reproduce install drawings or product
proforma.
Given today’s COVID‐19 restrictions
and industry downsizing, ISI project
managers’ use of technology has
never been more appreciated by
geographically remote dealer partners.

The foreman

The foreman is responsible for labor
and serves as a bridging resource
for the documentation from the office/
warehouse. He/she must lean on
technology to communicate effectively
and efficiently so crews can focus
on moving, installing and putting the
finishing touches on product. All ISI
foremen are equipped with tablet
devices, PlanGrid, access to ISI’s
operating system and a company‐
issued smartphone.
Foremen can easily notify dealer
partners and ISI warehouse/support
crews of issues with product damage,
unloading, trade interference or
missing components from the
factory through their tech-enabled
devices. They also produce digital
daily progress reports using their
tech tools with labelled photographs,
completion metrics, look‐ahead views
of remaining work, and comments on
challenges and successes for the day.
Lastly, foremen can access a robust
repository of cloud‐based information
related to the project, including filed
certificates of insurance, receiving
tickets, electronic installation drawings,
purchase order information, work
orders and email correspondence.
And because many projects require
new and/or used product to leave a
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site and return to the ISI warehouse
for storage or disposal, foremen utilize
technology to ensure that assets are
protected and accounted for while in
their possession.
Without question, technology has
long played a significant role in the
design and construction of interior
environments. Speed to market, margin
erosion, client customization and
health and safety concerns are forcing
secondary and tertiary trades to adopt
technology at warp speed. Installation
teams are no exception to the rule and
are a critical piece of the puzzle. With
this article, which only scratches the
surface and addresses a few team
roles, we hope to suggest a few best
practices and, as mentioned earlier, to
serve as inspiration to others.

About Installation
Specialists, Inc. (ISI):

Established in 1973, ISI is
Chicago’s largest commercial
interiors installation company. It
installs, receives and delivers,
and provides asset management
services for commercial furniture,
architectural walls, window
coverings, millwork and other
interior products. ISI consistently
sets the bar for expertise,
professionalism and best practices
among peers.
ISI is an active member of
Facilities Services Network, an
international group of independent
installation firms which sets new
benchmarks for performance
and value in the management,
installation and care of contract
furniture.
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RESILIENCE
IS THE KEY TO
VIRTUAL SELLING
by Marisa Pensa and Stacia Skinner

“As long as everything is exactly the
way I want it I’m totally flexible!”
It’s funny, but it’s also true. We can all
relate to this quote on some level.
Think about it: when everything is
going as planned, it’s easy to keep
a good attitude and be as flexible as
needed. But what do you do when
things are out of your control and you
need to deal with them anyway?
2020 threw us a lot of curveballs that
we had to figure out how to handle.
Every aspect of our lives was upended.

Workwise, we all had to adjust to the
needs of those working from home,
the rise of PPE and supply chain
challenges; and yet the IDC adjusted
and remained resilient.
Our normal routines were flipped
upside down. This is where resilience
comes in. The Oxford English
Dictionary defines “resilience” as
“the capacity to recover quickly from
difficulties; toughness. The ability of a
substance or object to spring back into
shape; elasticity.”

2020 and the sudden reliance on
virtual selling filled a lot of salespeople
with uncertainty, doubt and fear. That
included us! Change has a way of
making these kinds of emotions come
to the surface.
But instead of ignoring these
emotions or feelings, we all need to
embrace the negative, feel the pain
and take a moment to analyze our
feelings. Then, we need to flex our
resiliency muscles and do our best to
spring back into shape.
While everyone experiences change
differently, these are five common
stages people go through as they deal
with change:
1. Immobilization
2. Denial
3. Incompetence
4. Acceptance
5. Testing new behaviors

LET’S TAKE A QUICK
LOOK AT EACH.
Immobilization

At this stage, you might feel shocked
and think: “I can’t believe this is
happening. What am I going to
do?” You feel frozen in place with
overwhelming negative thoughts about
the situation.
For many inside and outside sales
professionals, 2020 felt like the end.
Outside sales pros thrive on
interacting with prospects and clients
in person, but that abruptly stopped.
They were forced to do everything
remotely. It was a shock to the system
and they were left thinking, “How am
I supposed to build and maintain my
relationships now?”
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Even inside sales pros experienced a
similar type of immobilization. They lost
the easy camaraderie they were used to
having. The bond between teammates
when they got off a great call and
celebrated by high-fiving each other was
gone. Or, if it wasn’t such a great call,
they were there to support one another.

do this; I just don’t get it.”
When you’re learning something
new or adapting to change, it can be
frustrating. You want to be successful
immediately, but there’s a learning
curve that requires patience, practice
and persistence.

Denial

“Everything will get back to normal
soon. I’ll just wait until I can see my
clients again.” It’s a natural reaction
to deny situations that make us
uncomfortable or require us to change
what we’re used to doing.
Virtual selling wasn’t anything new
when March 2020 hit. But for a lot of
sales professionals, it was this idea
of being forced into a specific way of
selling that didn’t sit well. You might
have wanted to keep doing what you
had always done.

At this stage, you’ve finally given in
to the idea that this new way of doing
things is here to stay and you need to
change. Now you’re thinking, “How can
I be successful? What can I change
right now to move forward?”
This doesn’t mean you have to figure
it out on your own. It’s very much
the opposite. Asking for help is okay
and encouraged. Working with other
colleagues or a mentor gives you a
different perspective and a different
way of looking at change. This will only
help you become more resilient.

Incompetence

Testing new behaviors

“Yikes, I’m never going to hit my goal
in time for the end of the quarter. I can’t

Acceptance

Change is hard. It takes time. You’ll
make mistakes. But, when you

embrace the messy and learn from
each experience, you will do better.
The key to making progress is focusing
less on making things perfect and more
on simply getting started.
You may still be going through these
five stages right now, and that’s good.
They’re your pathway to embracing
change and developing resilience.
Remember, sales is an evolution;
how we sell has to be ever-changing,
too. That means being open to the
newest tools, technologies and tactics
that will help you build your resilience
even in the toughest situations.
Note: This is an excerpt from our
soon-to-be-released book, Competitive
Selling: The Guidebook to Resilient
Virtual Selling.
Marisa Pensa is founder of Methods in
Motion, a sales training company that
helps dealers execute training concepts
and create accountability to see both
inside and outside sales initiatives
through to success. For more information,
visit www.methodsnmotion.com.

Sales Training Excellence

G R E A T S E L L I N G I S A P R O C E S S A R T F U L LY D O N E

Your partner
in increasing
accountability
and results!
When it comes to sales training, there are lots of options out there. The Methods in Motion
distinction is the way we truly roll up our sleeves to help Dealers get results.

Contact us at 678-574-6072

www.methodsnmotion.com
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Alicia Raeburn

THESE MARKETING TRENDS WILL STAY
WITH US IN A POST-COVID-19 WORLD
By Alicia Raeburn

COVID-19 has changed so much of the world as we know it. From
the smallest startups to large multi-national brands, businesses have
adjusted how they operate, manage and market themselves.
While at home, many consumers
asked more from businesses: more
transparency, authenticity and
compassion. They wanted to feel a
sense of safety and security, and held
brands accountable for providing it.
On the other side, this reflective
time led many businesses to throw the
“marketing playbook” out the window.
Fresh ideas and creativity resulted
in more interesting and engaging
advertisements and messages.
As the crisis begins to fade and we
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go back to a new sense of normality,
some things will stay with us. The
marketing techniques that businesses
used to get through the pandemic will
likely remain the same.

Compassion and
connection

In this time of extreme isolation,
consumers crave compassion and
connection more than ever. While
many people point to the divisive,
argumentative nature of the past year,
INDEPENDENT DEALER

marketing voices have gone the other
route. Businesses traded rational or
cold voices for warm and comforting
ones well before the pandemic. With
the onset of COVID-19, this more
caring and sensitive approach is now
vital to a brand’s survival.

Tapping into nostalgia

Stuck inside with nothing else to do,
people spent a lot of time reflecting and
thinking. This led to quite a few trips
down memory lane, from both brands
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and consumers who wanted to tap into
the comforts of nostalgic reminiscence.
This sense of “the good old days”
will transfer into the post COVID-19
world, where many are seeking out a
way to adapt while still feeling afraid.
Nostalgic marketing can be a tool that
connects to the consumer, providing
a feeling of being “in this together,”
with the same roots and beginnings as
everyone else.

Accountability

Whether a business made a mistake or
changed its mind, consumers asked
for the truth during the pandemic.
They didn’t want to hear excuses or
reasoning. Instead, they wanted to
know a brand’s position on social
justice issues, the environment and
politics. Consumers made it clear that
they will hold brands accountable for
their actions. For the good and the bad,
consumers will continue this demand
for honesty and accountability.

Adapting on the fly

Everything we knew about marketing
was thrown out the window over the
last year; there was no playbook for
branding or selling during a pandemic.
From shutdowns to scarcity, the

marketing world learned to change with
the latest news. Often, this came with
little to no warning. They made a lot of
mistakes, but successful campaigns
kept going. In the end, the marketers
who kept moving were able to push
ahead of those who tried to wait it out.
Expectations have been set: marketers
need to know how to think and act in
the face of adversity.

Buying based on COVID-19
concerns

forward. Some parents will continue
homeschooling, appreciating the
flexibility of being able to take off for the
vacation house on a Tuesday. Some
businesses saw their bottom lines
increase as they closed expensive
offices. These could go permanently
remote. Regardless, the transition back
into life outside the home will be slow.
Retailers should expect online orders
to make up the bulk of their sales and to
boost marketing visibility in the homes.

Remember the days of toilet paper
shortages? Emotional, fear-based
spending went through the roof during
COVID-19. After living with them for
months on end, these anxieties and
fears aren’t likely to leave us anytime
soon. Consumers will still prioritize
health and safety when it comes to
cleaning products, for example. They’ll
also continue upgrading their homes as
many workers stay remote. There will
be a focus on comfort and security as
consumers look for more ways to get
back to a normal lifestyle. These trends
(spurred by COVID-19) are likely to stay.

Ethics and sustainability
matter

Living from home

The future of marketing

Shopping, learning and working will all
remain a part of our home lives moving

Consumers are looking for businesses
to speak up about their beliefs. It’s
no longer enough to simply say you
care about the environment. Today’s
consumers want you to prove it and
might react poorly if they don’t think
you’re genuine about it. Marketing
should continue to promote the ethical
and environmental beliefs of your
company, but make sure that your
business models and operations match
what you say. Otherwise, it’s best to
stay silent.
There’s a theme for marketing in
the post-COVID-19 world: emotions
and genuine connection will be the
foundation of marketing efforts moving
forward. Even when things are fully
“back to normal”, the effects of the
pandemic will linger for years, maybe
decades. When you’re marketing to
these consumers, it’s important to
acknowledge that. Be open and honest
with your customer base and seek
opportunities to build connections. The
pandemic changed life as we know it
and it’s important to keep that at the
forefront of any marketing efforts in the
years to come.
Alicia Raeburn is a content marketing
strategist at Fortune Web Marketing.
To find out more visit
www.fortunewebmarketing.com
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By Troy Harrison

A short time back, I attended a dinner
meeting at a local restaurant in Kansas
City. The meeting was for a business
club of which I’m a member and
the dinner meeting drew about 25
people. 25 hungry and thirsty people,
in fact. I arrived at the restaurant,
got a drink from the bar and headed
into the meeting room. Menus were
on the table. Some of the members
had arrived earlier and had already
ordered. I, and the three people seated
adjacent to me, waited for one of the
three servers taking care of us to take
our dinner order.
And we waited. Finally, after about 20
minutes, the guy next to me stopped
the waitress walking by and said that
we’d like to order food. She assured
us that she’d be right back. She
never returned. I finished my drink. 15
minutes later, another waitress walked
by and I stopped her, explaining that
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several of us hadn’t ordered food and
that I could use another drink. She told
me she’d be right back. I was there an
hour and a half. You guessed it. No
food order and no drink refill offered.
By the time the meeting was over, I was
decidedly hangry (as you probably
know, that’s when you’re so hungry
you’re mad about it). I started out of the
restaurant.
The manager stopped me, smiling,
and asked how “everything” was. I
told him that I had no idea, because
there was no “everything,” and instead
of having the steak that I’d had my
mouth set for and that the restaurant
was known on, that I’d be getting a
drive-through burger because I just
needed food in my stomach. I left him
stammering.
A few weeks later, this very same
restaurant made a tearful post on
Facebook that they were being forced
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to close forever “due to COVID-19.”
Well, when I was there, our meeting
room was packed, as was the dining
room. You will excuse me for thinking
that their problem might be more due
to the lack of business fundamentals
(there are few things more fundamental
to a restaurant than taking orders and
serving customers) than the “effects of
COVID-19.”
Don’t get me wrong. There are
many very strong businesses that
have had severe hardships due to
the restrictions imposed on us during
the last year, some of which have,
unfortunately, failed. But one thing that
the last several months should have
done is to emphasize the importance
of fundamentals in your sales program.
There are still companies out there
succeeding and making sales in nearly
every industry, and they are doing so
because they had the fundamentals
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of sales covered. Here are some of
the fundamentals you should have in
place.
1. Good sales KPIs. Far too many
companies only manage by looking
at their overall sales in a given period.
The problem with this approach is that
sales are a historical measure, not
a forward-looking one. Good sales
managers are looking forward and
forecasting from predictable norms
and ratios, not looking backward and
guessing. At a minimum, you should
know your ratios from proposal to sale,
from presentation to proposal, from
discovery to presentation, and from
prospecting to discovery. You should
know your year-to-year customer
retention rates, and you should have
product/service matrixes to spot
opportunities for cross-selling to
current customers. That’s the minimum,
and many companies don’t have it.
2. CRM. Yes, I’m going to hammer on
this again. You MUST have a functional
CRM system—and by “functional,” I
mean one that is constantly fed with
sales data that you can use to market
and to manage your team. The primary
purpose of a CRM is to get data out
of individual heads and into a format
where it can be accessed and used to
greater benefit and grow the company.
At a minimum, you should have contact
information, activity recording and
opportunity management. A good CRM
is not expensive these days—in fact,
some platforms are free in the Cloud. If
you don’t have one, get one.

to it. For a salesperson, prospecting is
like a muscle. If you don’t keep using
it, it atrophies quickly, and it’s much
harder to regenerate than to simply
keep using.
4. A meaningful sales process. This
should be obvious—and it ties to all
three of the above—but many sales
teams don’t have one. A sale of any
type goes through five distinct phases.
First you must find a prospect to sell
to (sometimes this can be an existing
customer, of course, but someone
has to be identified); then you must
discover their needs through good
questioning; next you must present
your recommendations for solving
their needs; then you must propose a
specific product/service for a specific
price; and finally, you must gain a
decision. Too often, the discovery step
is skipped—and that’s where winnable
sales go to die.
5. Homework. With the information
available at our fingertips, there’s no
excuse for walking into a sales call
uninformed. Sure, everyone knows to
look at the prospect’s web page—but

have you looked at their online
reviews (Yelp, Google, TripAdvisor,
etc.)? Don’t think that if it’s not a
Yelp-type business, that there aren’t
reviews—Google Reviews has reviews
on every type of business, and some of
those reviews might shed light on your
program. You should also research
your contact on LinkedIn. We can’t
walk into a sales meeting anymore fat,
dumb and happy—and trying to do so
will quickly end the sales call.
2020 was a difficult year, no
question; but don’t allow yourself to get
caught in the trap of thinking that the
fundamentals don’t matter anyway—
they do. If your sales program is right,
you CAN win sales and succeed in
most instances. Even now.
Troy Harrison is the author of Sell Like
You Mean It! and The Pocket Sales
Manager, and a speaker, consultant
and sales navigator. He helps
companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. To schedule
a free 45-minute sales strategy review,
call 913-645-3603 or email Troy@
TroyHarrison.com.

3. Prospecting. You must always
prospect. Period. The reasons are
numerous, but the biggest one is that
you will lose customers from year to
year, sometimes through no fault of
your own—and if you aren’t constantly
working to fill your customer base,
you just have a shrinking company.
Individual salespeople should have a
prospecting target and be managed
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